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Foreword

by Her Excellency the President of Malta
Marie-Louise Coleiro Preca
The concept of wellbeing is growing in its importance across public discourse, both within
Malta and amongst the international community. Our nation’s policy-makers and community
leaders have recognised that an increased level of awareness must be given to promoting
and empowering the wellbeing of each and every member of our society. The work done by
my Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society, and its many collaborators, has been essential
in highlighting the visibility of this multifaceted concept.
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This publication captures the efforts made by the President’s Foundation between June 2015
and May 2016, to highlight the importance of wellbeing on an individual, communal, and
societal level. The events and activities organised by the Foundation team, its consultative
fora, and its research entities have become an invaluable resource, from which to explore the
development of wellbeing in the diverse groups which call the Maltese Islands their home.
Over the second year since the Foundation began its work, we have steadily built upon,
and consolidated, a wide range of successes and achievements. The President’s Foundation
has put the lessons learnt during its first year to good use, as a spring board for innovation
and inspiration. The Foundation continues to facilitate more relevant and more targeted
initiatives, for the ultimate benefit of the people of Malta and Gozo.
Individuals from all walks of life have felt safe and respected enough to share their thoughts
and concerns with the Foundation team, providing a firm basis for the Foundation’s work
throughout its second year. Allow me to extend my thanks, on behalf of the President’s
Foundation and its team, to all the many thousands of individuals who spoke about their
experiences of wellbeing, including its sources and impediments.
Let me also congratulate the Foundation’s Director-General Dr Ruth Farrugia, the Foundation
team, and the large group of expert practitioners and academics, whose work in the
consultative fora and research entities has made it possible for us to produce timely and
much-needed publications on a range of issues. The influence these have had on public
policy and discourse is testament to the proactive channels of communication that we must
continue to strengthen, between civil society and our authorities.
I am confident that this report shall encourage us all to continue striving to secure the
wellbeing of society, across social, economic, political and cultural sectors. By working
together, we shall move closer to achieving a strong culture of peace, from which all our
efforts to promote sustainable and meaningful wellbeing can flourish.
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Foreword

by Dr. Ruth Farrugia, Director General,
President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society
The start of the President’s Foundation’s second year was marked with a move to new
premises. These new offices are located within the grounds of the San Anton Presidential
Palace in Attard and for many decades were used as stores and workshops. Hundreds of
years old, these premises were transformed into extremely nice offices by embracing their
old heritage and infusing it with modern office amenities.  
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This move has strong parallels with the work being done by the Foundation. Throughout
its second year of operations the Foundation embraced and built upon the lessons learnt
during its past. We used the knowledge about wellbeing acquired during the first year and
worked on making the most out of it and at the same time used it to spur new initiatives.
The beautiful Presidential gardens, located at the heart of our offices, resemble the trust that
the children, people from all walks of life, partners and friends share with us. This trust, as are
the gardens, is a constant source of energy, inspiration and motivation for the Foundation.
We are extremely honoured that people come to us to share their experiences and share
their take on what wellbeing means to them. We are proud that we managed to create a safe
environment where difficult but also fruitful discussions can happen. We are also grateful for
the opportunity we have to make a difference that ultimately translates into wellbeing for
society.
Through our work we managed to put wellbeing on the map. We did this with the help of
partners and other stakeholders that share our vision. This approach also resonated with the
politicians and other actors that now make use of this term and philosophy and weave the
concept of wellbeing into new policies and public discourse.
We will thus continue to work with the trust being placed with the President’s Foundation
for the Wellbeing of Society to continue making the concept of wellbeing a mainstream
concept. We will continue to disseminate the messages being shared with us on what fosters
and what hinders wellbeing, especially those messages that come from marginalised and
disadvantaged groups. In essence, we will continue doing our outmost so that wellbeing, in
all its forms, is at the heart of our society.
We hope that you find this report informative and inspirational. Thanks are due to Alessandro
Giuliano for compiling it on our behalf.
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Executive Summary
This annual report focuses on the second year of the President’s
Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society. During this period the
Foundation used the knowledge it gathered during its first year and
used this as inspiration, motivation and guidance for its work during
this period. This period was also characterised by relocation to new
offices and by the consolidation of the Foundation’s core team that
spearheaded the many initiatives and events that the Foundation
organised.
The report is divided in sections outlining the work of the consultative
fora, research entities and also provides information on the
Foundation’s outreach events. The section on the consultative fora is
divided in sub sections each focusing on a separate forum namely the
Interfaith Forum; the Transculturalism Forum; the Children’s Forum;

the Community Forum; the Disability Forum; the Ageing with Dignity

Forum and the Culture Forum. Similarly the research entities section is
divided in separate sections each focusing on a separate entity. These

are the National Institute for Childhood; the Hub for Ethnobotanical
Research; the National Centre for Family Research; the National

Centre for Freedom from Addiction and the National Observatory for
Living with Dignity.
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The report provides information on press coverage about the Foundation and also lists
the publications the Foundation published throughout this period. These publications are
available for download from the Foundation’s online portal and are also available in hard
copy from the Foundation’s offices. The Foundation’s online portal (http://pfws.org.mt/) is
also a development that happened during the second year of the Foundation. Its upkeep
is resource intensive as new and voluminous information is constantly being uploaded. It is
nonetheless an extremely valuable tool and in conjunction with the Foundation’s Facebook
page it is a source of information for anyone interested in past and upcoming events, research
done and in general and other information about the President’s Foundation.
In this annual report one can also find details on the management, organisational and
governance structures of the President’s Foundation. Furthermore two sections of the
report also detail the conferences, meetings and events that Foundation’s team members
attended and also the meetings they had with partners, stakeholders and third parties during
this period.
The relationship with partners, stakeholders and third parties is the backbone of the
Foundation’s operations and will continue to be of great importance. In fact throughout the
second year the President’s Foundation sought to consolidate existing relationships and forge
new strategic ones. A number of Memoranda of Understanding were signed to this effect, and
it is envisioned that in future, similar collaborative agreements will be made with other partners.
The Foundation also collaborated with international universities, international organisations
based in Malta and abroad and High Commissions and Embassies based in Malta. The section
on international cooperation found in this report provides more details on this.
All of the information detailed in this report falls under the overarching mission of the
President’s Foundation to identify, nurture and promote wellbeing for all of society. The
lessons on wellbeing learnt from the experiences of the second year are many. These can
perhaps be best illustrated by sharing an information diagram (see hereunder) generated from
data gathered during a Community Forum event that took place in December 2015 in Valletta.
The information diagram reproduces the words used by participants in explaining the positive
and negative aspects of their wellbeing, the larger the word, the more frequent the mention.
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It also illustrates the many facets wellbeing has to different people and how diverse these can
be. This complex picture of something so fundamental provides inspiration for the President’s
Foundation to continue working so that wellbeing can be better understood and nurtured.

Acknowledgements
Thanks to Dr Marie Briguglio for sharing the information diagram above.
Thanks also to entity and fora chairs, experts, team members and to all
those who contributed towards the compilation of this report.
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The Ethos
of the President’s
Foundation for the
Wellbeing of Society
The President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing
of Society aims to produce relevant,
appropriate and timely research by seeking
innovative methodologies to engage with
society for the promotion of peace and unity.
-
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Introduction
The President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society recognizes relationships as the
fundamental structure nurturing human existence. These relationships can support people
and their environment to flourish, or can be destructive. The Foundation wants to offer its
contribution for the Wellbeing of society by creating the space to listen, explore, discuss,
learn about and research ways of enhancing these human relationships to become forces for
meeting human needs, while providing opportunities for each and every individual to develop
his or her full potential within a society that is inclusive and supportive. The Foundation wants
to focus on the beauty of human existence even when that same beauty is veiled by difficult
situations or life circumstances. The Foundation seeks to cultivate hope, particularly through
engaging with minority and marginalized groups within our society and bridging the gaps with
the wider mainstream society.
The Foundation seeks to uphold the uniqueness of each and every individual, community,
society and country, while acknowledging and building upon that which is common and
universal. The Foundation engages with issues related to diversity and inclusion and inclusionary
practices, through learning about issues of marginalisation and exclusion as well as identities.
These include the multiple and transnational identities that people might identify with while
cultivating Maltese and Gozitan identities through the construction of relationships rather
than in isolation. The Foundation wants to foster innovation and also seek that which inspires
people to stimulate imagination and creativity for the betterment of our society.
Consultation
Consultation with the general public, officials, non-state actors, academics and other
stakeholders, is the Foundation’s starting point for all its endeavours. The Foundation also
aims to work in close collaboration with the President’s Forum, using both formal and informal
processes, scientific and non-scientific methods. Through its consultation processes the
Foundation is motivated by participatory processes seeking to listen to the ideas, opinions, and
desires of people themselves, as a means of identifying research gaps and themes important
to people themselves and guided by their priorities. Therefore, research is directed by the
consultation process itself.
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The Foundation aims to create a safe space for dialogue, participation and inclusion. It is also in
search of wisdom, including that which is popular and folk. The Foundation will seek innovative
ways how to engage in dialogue with people, aiming to also promote and stimulate society
to discover new forms of expression in particular those highlighting their own narratives. The
Foundation adopts a bottom up approach in its research, meeting the top-down process half
way.
Research
The Foundation enjoys the freedom to select any research method appropriate for the topic
selected, but as stated above, seeks to promote participatory and bottom-up approaches.
Once research is carried out, findings are presented back to the community, to inform and
serve as a catalyst for practice, while feeding into further research. Critical engagements and
approaches to research and analyses are welcomed and encouraged. The Foundation will
share its research findings with the public in an appropriate, relevant and timely manner.
The Foundation will also promote community led projects supported through open calls for
project proposals. It also aims to closely liaise with the President’s Creativity Award for future
calls for proposals.
Conclusion
Through its consultation and research work the Foundation wants to acknowledge people’s
needs and desires, and engage with those needs and desires to render our work fertile ground
for social change and transformation. The aim of entering into consultation and research with
a range of stakeholders is to explore and find democratic and participatory ways to effectively
promote the Wellbeing of society, while supporting a peaceful coexistence.
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Organisational
Structure of the
Foundation
The organisational structure of the Foundation is
determined by its stated mission to enhance the
wellbeing of society and to promote a culture of
solidarity and respect for the dignity of each individual.
As detailed hereunder, the Foundation is governed by
the Council of Governors. A Board, appointed by the
President, is tasked with delivering the Foundation’s
objectives, and a Core Team supports the Foundation
and its operations.
-
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5.1 The Council of Governors
As per its statute, the Foundation is governed by the Council of Governors. The role of the
Council is to share with the President the knowledge and the experience of its members, and
to bring to the attention of the President any social issues that are of national priority and
concern. The Council has a consultative function alongside the Board of the Foundation, which
has an executive role. The Council is composed of the President of the Republic of Malta as
Chairperson, former Presidents, the Acting President and former Acting Presidents, former
Prime Ministers of Malta, the Rector of the University of Malta, and the Director General of the
Foundation acting as secretary.

The current members of the Council of Governors are:
CHAIR

Her Excellency the President of Malta Marie-Louise Coleiro Preca
MEMBERS

President Emeritus Ugo Mifsud Bonnici
President Emeritus Edward Fenech Adami
Acting President Dolores Cristina
Acting President Emeritus Anton Tabone
Professor John Rizzo Naudi
Prime Minister Emeritus Lawrence Gonzi
Rector University of Malta Juanito Camilleri
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5.2 The Board of the Foundation
The Board has an executive role in the running of the Foundation. It is composed of the
President, the Director General of the Foundation, the Secretary to the Presidency, and the
Chief of Staff within the Office of the President. The Board also has the Secretary, the Treasurer
and the Legal Advisor of the Foundation in attendance but without voting powers. The Board
meets at least once every month and has the responsibility to ensure that the Foundation
pursues its objectives and carries out its activities so as to further its aims and ideals and thus
fulfil its mandate.

The Board members are:
CHAIR

Her Excellency the President of Malta Marie-Louise Coleiro Preca
VICE CHAIR

Director General of the Foundation Ruth Farrugia
SECRETARY TO THE PRESIDENCY

Carmel Briffa

CHIEF OF STAFF AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

John Camilleri

Other members in attendance are:
TREASURER OF THE FOUNDATION

Janette Schembri

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF THE FOUNDATION

Elaine Micallef
(replaced by Elaine Balzan in January 2016)
FOUNDATION’S LAWYER

Mark Refalo
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5.3 The Foundation’s Research Entities
At its inception, the Foundation established four research entities with the aim of undertaking
original and innovative academic research on various aspects relating to wellbeing. A fifth
entity was added during the Foundation’s first year of operations. These entities are also
recipients of feedback that is gathered from discussions and consultative activities held by the
various Foundation Fora. The Foundation’s entities are (i) The National Institute of Childhood
(ii) The National Centre for Family Research (iii) The National Observatory for Living with
Dignity (iv) The National Centre for Freedom From Addictions and (v) The National Hub for
Ethnobotanical Research.
Research outcomes of these entities are presented back to the community at large, with the
objective of providing information and findings and to serve as a catalyst for necessary change.
Findings may also feed into future research projects.

The Entities’ Chairs are:
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR CHILDHOOD

Dr. Maureen Cole

NATIONAL CENTRE FOR FAMILY RESEARCH

Prof. Angela Abela

NATIONAL OBSERVATORY FOR LIVING WITH DIGNITY

Prof. Carmel Borg

NATIONAL CENTRE FOR FREEDOM FROM ADDICTIONS

Dr. Anna Maria Vella

NATIONAL HUB FOR ETHNOBOTANICAL RESEARCH

Mr. Mario Gerada
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5.4 The Foundation’s Consultative Fora
The Fora were set up to assist the Foundation in building links between
expressions of grassroots experience and the academic work of the
Research Entities. Each forum focuses on a specific issue of social
relevance and facilitates regular consultations with a wide spectrum of
relevant entities and stakeholders, include individuals, communities,
and groups.
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From the outset, the fora focused on (i) Community (ii) Children (iii) Persons with Disability (iv)
Interfaith (v) Family and (vi) Transculturalism. Outcomes of the fora consultations are shared
with the Research Entities and where deemed necessary, further research or action is proposed
in the overarching interest of identifying, nurturing, and promoting the wellbeing of society.
An annual fora meeting is held to evaluate and share feedback and recommendations that
emanate from all the fora. In October 2015 two new fora focusing on Culture and Ageing with
Dignity were set up. The forum focusing on Family was suspended at the end of the first year.

As at May 2016 the Fora Chairs are:
COMMUNITY

Dr Marie Briguglio
CHILDREN

Ms Andrea Dibben
PERSONS WITH DISABILITY

Ms Amy Zahra
INTERFAITH

Dr Jean Paul De Lucca
TRANSCULTURALISM

Ms Maria Camilleri
FAMILY

Dr Peter Muscat
AGEING WITH DIGNITY

Prof. Joseph M. Cacciottolo
CULTURE

Professor Joe Friggieri
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5.5 Ethics Committee
The President’s Foundation Ethics Committee was formally set up at the beginning of 2015,
in response to the fundamental need to ensure that all research and consultation work of the
Foundation is undertaken with the utmost ethical consideration.
The research studies in particular (though not exclusively) necessitate a thorough ethical
review, in order to ensure that the research topic and methodologies selected do not pose
any form of risk or harm to research participants. This review process aims to determine that
any consultation or research activity undertaken by the Foundation ultimately makes a positive
step forward as part of the Foundation’s aim to nurture the wellbeing of all peoples in Malta
and Gozo.
The Ethics Committee structure had to be established in its entirety and built from the ground
up, given the distinct lack of a national body with the mandate to perform this work in Malta.
The University Research Ethics Committee has consistently undertaken these functions for
students and staff within the University of Malta, and so in setting up a similar committee within
the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society, guidance and inspiration were sought
from the University Research Ethics Committee. An organisational structure was established
in parallel to that which presently exists in the University of Malta, in order to ensure that the
review procedures would be effective.
Once an application for ethics approval is submitted to the Foundation, a peer review is
undertaken by the first tier ethics committee, made up of representatives of the Foundation
Fora and the five Foundation Research Entities. Each proposal is discussed at length and
reviewed, with subsequent recommendations drawn up and forwarded to the external
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President’s Foundation Ethics Committee (PFEC). PFEC is presently made up of four members,
namely Mr. Joseph Ebejer as Chair, and committee members Prof. Kevin Aquilina; Prof. MaryAnne Lauri; and Ms. Nora Macelli.
After a comprehensive evaluation and review of the proposals and recommendations, PFEC
decides whether or not to grant final approval regarding whether a planned project or activity
satisfies the necessary ethical requirements.
5.6 The Foundation’s Core Team
The Foundation has an ongoing number of ad hoc projects at any given time, most of which
are referred directly from Her Excellency the President. These may vary from the launching
of a joint report with another stakeholder organisation, to an international project with the
duration of a number of years and the involvement of many partners. The core team manages,
plans, and executes these projects. Depending on the nature and size of a project, core team
members with different portfolios work together to deliver on the various commitments that
these projects entail. The core team also provides support to and facilitates the work of the
different fora and entities.
5.7 The International Office
The role of the international office is to give an international dimension to the work of the
Foundation. It facilitates communication and collaboration with international partners and
establishes working partnerships with international entities that share the Foundation’s vision
and ambitions. The international office also liaises with international partners based in Malta
and assists in the Presidency’s international engagements as necessary.
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The Consultative Fora
6.1 The Interfaith Forum
6.1.1 Objective
The Interfaith Forum within the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society promotes
dialogue, interaction, and cooperation between people with diverse religious beliefs in Malta.
It does this by providing opportunities for the sharing of good practices and promoting the
development of new interfaith initiatives, as well as strengthening existing ones. It raises
awareness within wider society of the importance of interfaith issues and aims to increase
understanding about and within faith communities, including both their distinctive features
and areas of common ground.
The Interfaith Forum does not endorse a syncretic position that denies or glosses over
differences. Through consultation processes, the forum aims to identify issues that promote
or hinder the wellbeing of people who adhere to a particular faith, and to build religious
understanding and cooperation between different faith communities.
The purpose of these measures is to foster interfaith and ecumenical dialogue and cooperation
while encouraging understanding, and respect.
The Interfaith Forum promotes dialogue, interaction and cooperation between people of
different religious beliefs and their communities. The Forum serves as a space of encounter
in which people get to know each other better, share good practices and develop and/or
support new or existing initiatives. Through its meetings with various faith communities, the
Forum also gathers information about the specific issues they face and about their relations
with each other. It also organizes activities that promote and raise awareness about the role of
faith communities in various aspects of the wellbeing of society.
6.1.2 Annual Report for June 2015 - May 2016
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6.1.2.1 The Forum’s events
The Forum’s events featured different formats that reflect its nature and objectives. These
included: (a) two meetings with individual faith communities (continuing the series of similar
meetings held in the previous year); (b) two public events; (c) two meetings on a specific
theme set by the Foundation (health and wellbeing); (d) an ecumenical event; (e) participation
in events organised by PFWS.

12 October 2015

15 December 2015

Meeting with the Society of Friends
(Quakers)

The first Ecumenical Meal hosted
by H.E. the President
at San Anton Palace

20 January 2016

3 February 2016

Meeting with Hospice Malta on
interfaith aspects of palliative care

Interfaith Harmony Week – Public
seminar organised in collaboration
with the Ethnobotanical Hub

16 March 2016

11 April 2016

Meeting with
hospital chaplains and ministers

Meeting with the
Russian Orthodox community

4 May 2016

2 July 2016

Participation in the
PSCD Diversity Week held at
San Andrea Senior School

Interfaith Walk at Verdala Palace
(open to members of the faith
communities and the general public)
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6.1.2.2 Outcomes
The meetings with individual faith communities served to provide a sharper picture of the
current state of affairs with regard to interfaith relations in Malta and the specific character
and needs of such communities.
The public events served to create awareness on the connection between faith and specific
issues relevant to the wellbeing of society, namely ecology and health. The Interfaith Walk,
which was well-attended, proved to be an important moment of encounter and exchange at
the level of communities.
The two meetings on the relation between faith, health and wellbeing raised specific issues in
these areas. It was decided that the Foundation would compile and publish online a directory
of faith leaders/contact persons for ease of access by hospitals, state agencies, NGOs and the
general public.
The Interfaith Forum contributed to the Foundation’s overall aims of fostering dialogue,
promoting encounter, and raising awareness on the dimensions of wellbeing that fall within
its remit. More specifically it contributed to gathering of information about, and establishing
contact with, the various faith communities. The overall reaction from such communities was
that they appreciated the fact that they were recognized and engaged, and the possibility to
discuss issues pertaining to their specific situation or which were otherwise of interest to them.
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6.2 The Transculturalism Forum
6.2.1 Objective
The Transculturalism Forum within the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society
seeks to celebrate and increase community understanding about cultural diversity in Malta
and Gozo through the promotion of initiatives for intercultural exchange and the development
of multi-ethnic values fostering an atmosphere of cultural inclusion.
While the Forum is aware that differences exist between various cultures present in society, it
aims to promote and protect the wellbeing of the multi-cultural diversity present in Malta and
Gozo by strengthening links between people regardless of their cultural, ethnic, linguistic, or
religious backgrounds.
In this regard the Transculturalism Forum acknowledges the importance of working on a
cooperative and collaborative approach for the promotion of this goal. The Forum engages with
different aspects of the community so as to develop a sensitivity towards and understanding
of other cultures.
As the population becomes more culturally diverse, it is important to foster safe and welcoming
approaches, and a concurrent sense of acceptance and the appreciation of diversity. The goal
of this Forum is to encourage community participation in the formation of values and attitudes
which strengthen a sense of community cohesion, and enhance positive diversity by building
social connections to bring about cultural appreciation and enhance experiences of wellbeing.
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6.2.2 Annual Report for June 2015 - May 2016
Throughout 2015-2016 the Transcultural forum
pursued

several

consultative

meeting

with

migrants and stakeholders. The Transcultural
forum tackled issues related to health within
migrant communities between October and
December 2015. In January of 2016, an activity
was organised by the Transcultural forum at the
Qawra Leap centre whereby members of different
communities where offered a safe space where
they could discuss issues that are close to their
communities. Also, in 2016, the Transcultural
forum in collaboration with the Migrant-led NGO
platform met trade union’s representatives.
Hereunder are the details of these consultative
meetings.
The Transcultural Forum scheduled three meetings
between October and December of 2015. All three
meetings were set up to tackle different aspects
of health issues that are encountered by migrants.
The three consultative activities were aimed so
that different stakeholders, including the service
users and professionals within the health sector,
could meet to discuss issues related to health.
Representation for these meeting was varied,
ranging from Colombia, Venezuela, Sudan, Libya,
Morocco, Serbia, Ghana, Togo, and Somalia.
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The consultative meetings highlighted several issues. Participants noted that difficulties faced
by migrants are instigated by language barriers, and lack of access to information. Migrants
present for these meeting proposed setting up a one-stop-shop were all services can be
provided under one roof, hence facilitating access to information.

These consultative meetings also highlighted that Migratory and seasonal agricultural

workers (MSAWs) and their families face unique health challenges which result in significant
health disparities. The hazardous work environment, inadequate housing, lack of insurance
and language barriers pose great health risks for migrant workers. These challenges are

exacerbated by the migratory culture of this population group, which sometimes makes it

difficult to develop a relationship with a healthcare provider, maintain treatment regimens, and
track health records.

In 2016, the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society organised an activity at the
Qawra Leap Centre were issues related to health and wellbeing were discussed. Participants,

which were from different nationalities, were divided into three groups so that an accurate
picture of their health related necessities and wellbeing could be measured.

In May of the same year, the Forum held its last consultative meeting in collaboration with The
Migrant-led NGO Platform. The platform proposed an exploratory meeting between trade

unions and migrants; and the President’s Foundation has subsequently facilitated the meeting.
The meeting explored the relations between migrant workers and trade unions. More
importantly, the dire situation faced by migrants and foreign workers living in Malta was
discussed at length. Participants spoke on how migrants face continuous discrimination when
it comes to seeking employment. They noted that working permits are not easily issued,

which inevitably leads to more illegalities and tension. Participants also shared that migrants

coming from non-EU countries struggle to have their qualifications recognised. They added

that the lack of accreditation prohibits migrants for getting and doing jobs, which they are fully
qualified to pursue.
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6.3 The Children’s Forum
6.3.1 Objective
The long term objective of the children’s forum is to enhance the process of identifying the
wishes and needs of children to guide research and policy development. Through the activities
carried out, our goals are to help children build skills to become active citizens and learn
democratic ways of working. We further want to promote personal learning and development
through encouraging children to express themselves. Our ultimate aim is to increase awareness
of the importance of children’s perspectives in decision making. The underlying principles that
cut across all the activities are the following: recognising diversity, equality, transparency and
accountability, empowerment, choice, quality, safe practice, respect and partnership.
The objectives of this year’s forum were to consolidate our relationship with organisations that
we had already worked with during the forum’s first year as well as to form new relationships
with other children’s organisations.    While during the first year the activities focused on
wellbeing in general, this year, the sessions focused on more specific themes or were addressed
to specific groups.  New methods were also used during the sessions in order to ensure better
participation and enjoyment of sessions.
6.3.2 Annual Report for June 2015 - May 2016
6.3.2.1 Consultation Sessions and participation in the National Conference on Bullying
This project took place during the summer of 2015 culminating in the National Conference on
Bullying on the 23rd October 2015. The purpose of the project was to carry out a consultation
process in order to adopt a child-focused approach in learning about children and young
people’s perspectives on bullying and the extent to which adult initiatives and measures actually
work for them. An activity with three different groups of children using the participatory
methods of puppetry and image theatre were held with three organisations that had already
participated in Children’s Forum activities.  The activities focused on the following themes:   
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Ages 7 – 11

Ages 12 – 15

Ages 16 – 18

Bullying in the playground

Bullying at school

Cyberbullying

The outcome of these activities included a video documentary and a conference poster for
each group.   The documentary was filmed and produced by a group of children from St.
Patrick’s school under the guidance of Mr Bryan Muscat. During the actual conference, Mr
Daniel Mercieca together with Dr Andrea Dibben, presented the main themes that emanated
from these consultation sessions. Three young people from the older group attended the
conference and formed part of a panel that discussed the outcomes from this consultation
process.
6.3.2.2 Ongoing projects
At the moment the Children’s Forum in collaboration with the Core Team and the Institute
for Childhood is working on a follow-up publication emanating from the National Conference
on Bullying that was held in October 2015. This publication will detail the process, outcomes
and implications that originated from the consultation process with three different groups of
children and young people.
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6.3.2.3 Activity workshop held with girls aged 7 – 10 from various Malta Girl Guides
Group (40 participants) on wellbeing at school

Children in this workshop focused on the importance of relationships at school, notably
relationships with teachers and with their classmates. Gender issues were predominant where
the all-female participants expressed how they were sometimes ‘put down’ by boys in their
class. They emphasised how girls can be as good as boys in physical activities (e.g. climbing,
sailing and running).  Stress about difficult homework and exams were among the concerns.  
Some children in this group talked about the experience of having siblings with a disability.
6.3.2.4 Discussion with young people aged 16 – 18 from various higher secondary schools
(15 participants) on cyberbullying

This activity was a follow-up from the National Conference on Bullying where the young persons
expressed a wish to discuss this issue further. A police inspector from the Cybercrime Unit
and H.E. also attended the activity which was held in collaboration with the National Institute
for Childhood.   Young people from various higher secondary schools participated by first
preparing questions and then engaging in a discussion on the various aspects of cyberbullying.
They were particularly interested on how young people could better protect themselves from
incidents of cyberbullying and the role of the police force in addressing this issue.
6.3.2.5 Activity workshop with two groups of children, aged 11/12 and 14/15 respectively

at the National Sports School (45 participants) on how sports can enhance children’s
wellbeing

This activity was held with different groups of children attending the National Sport School and
focused on the importance of sports in children’s lives. Participants emphasised the importance
of sports in helping children lead a healthy lifestyle, avoiding alcohol use and smoking, become
more disciplined, make new friends, gain important life skills such as teamwork, honesty and
integrity and counterbalance stress from school. At the same time, they were concerned
about lack of appropriate facilities, the difficulties of managing school and sports activities, the
pressure of competition and the fear of injuries, drug use in sports, the exclusion of disabled
persons from major sports events and violence in sports.
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6.3.2.6 Discussion with children aged 14 – 16 at San Andrea School on issues related to gender
(50 participants)

This discussion was part of a week-long activity on inclusion organised by the school. The panel
consisted of NGO representatives (i.e. MGRM, Men against Violence, Gender Liberation) and was
chaired by the Child Forum Chairperson. Young people were invited to ask questions and discuss
issues related to gender inequality and gender diversity. Participants were quite eager to learn more
about gender identity and through guided discussion were helped to reflect on gender inequalities
and gender-based violence especially on the issue of intimate partner violence in teen relationships.
6.3.2.7 Roundtable discussion with young adults who have grown up in foster care on their
experiences and views on policies and services in this sector (8 participants)

This roundtable was attended by H.E. and eight young adults who had all grown up in out-ofhome care and had experienced both residential and foster care. The young adults spoke very
positively about their experiences with their foster care families. They brought forward a number
of issues including the importance of children’s involvement in decision-making, the crucial aspect of
permanence and stability that should be reflected in legislation and the need for consistent support
for both foster carers and children.
6.3.2.8 Views on how the work of the specific fora continues to contribute towards the
Foundation’s overall objective to strive towards the wellbeing of society

The Child Forum continues to contribute to the Foundation’s belief in a bottom-up approach that
seeks to listen to the views and desires of children and young people as a means of identifying
priorities for research and activities. Through including children in activities and discussions, it seeks
to mainstream child participation as a way of promoting child wellbeing.
6.3.2.9 The Future of this forum
For this coming year, the forum aims to collaborate further with other fora. It is hoped that in
conjunction to the activities with small organisations, a longer-term project on a nation-wide basis will
be launched in order to reach a wider audience of children.
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6.4 The Community Forum
6.4.1 Objective
The Community Forum within the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society aims to
give people the time, space, and means to reflect upon the richness of community capital that
already exists in Malta and Gozo and to identify gaps that need special care.
The process of consultation provides pointers as to what needs to be done, and constitutes
a process of building community capital in itself by encouraging target audiences to value
their existing wellbeing and to consider the needs of others around them. The activities of the
Community Forum feed into the objectives of the Foundation by focusing on initiatives that
achieve societal wellbeing to help individuals reach their full potential. The Forum facilitates
inclusive engagements with people, which are empowering and bring attention to specific
issues of concern.
The activities of the Community Forum foster a culture of respect, identify trends and gaps to
support critical interpretation of research findings, and carry out any other activities necessary
to serve its role in touching the conscience of society in Malta and Gozo.
6.4.2 Annual Report for June 2015 - May 2016
Over the year under review, the Community Forum evolved into a series of mobile popup events, each involving a performance in a public space and a consultation process on
community well-being.

In line with the objectives of the President’s Foundation for the

Wellbeing of Society, the results of the consultation of the Community Forum are intended
to bring attention to specific issues of concern, to identify gaps for further research and to
support individuals in society to achieve wellbeing by facilitating inclusive and empowering
engagement with people.
The hallmark of the Community fora this year has been that they were held in the very spaces in
which communities naturally gather, thereby making it possible to gather the views of people
who would not ordinarily be present in more formal meetings, nor necessarily contribute to
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consultation processes. The fora were held at a public garden in Attard (July 2015), a shopping
mall in Sliema (October 2015), a pedestrian space in Valletta (December 2015), a piazza in
Hamrun (February 2016), and a Day Care Centre in Ghajnsielem Gozo (March 2016).     In each
of the fora people were asked reflect on a typical day in their lives and to answer two simple
questions: 1. What makes you happy? 2. What makes you unhappy?  People were invited to
write (illustrate, or dictate) their answers onto papers anonymously, together with their age
and gender. The papers are colourful and triangular in shape and were hung like party-bunting
around the space, creating a festive atmosphere.
The fora also involved participants in activities that themselves can actually contribute to
wellbeing (e.g. Street games, Singing, Performences,).  To this end, the fora held in Valletta
and Sliema were complemented by the activities of the NGO MOVE, which organizes street
games (like passju, xixu, lastku, bocci, habel, etc); the forum held in Attard involved an
interactive gymnastics performances; the forum held in Hamrun involved performances by
the Malta Drama Centre, where students wrote, directed and acted out their own sketches on
themes wellbeing. Members of the community present also gave impromptu performences
in Hamrun and in Ghajnsielem. In some fora those present contributed to a group discussion
(e.g. Attard and Gozo).   
Volunteers to the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society assisted in animating the
events. Their roles included inviting bystanders to participate, distributing writing materials
and chatting with passers-by and distributing fresh-fruit to those who participated. They also
put up an interactive performance involving the mounting of a three-dimensional logo of the
President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society.
In each of the gatherings over the period, some 40 people of various ages participated,
contributing around 200 comments each time over a time frame of approximately 1 hour.
Participant ages have ranged from 9 to 90. A synthesis of the comments received reveal family,
social interactions, volunteering and exercise to be some of the key aspects that make people
happy. Traffic, noise, ill health, negative social interactions and politics are some of the key
issues that make participants unhappy.
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Post-mortems of each activity provide some insights for areas for improvement. In general,

people cooperated and shared their thoughts. The elements (games, performances, fruit)
added much colour and warmth to the events. Props were attractive and inexpensive. However,

teething problems included a high rate of turnover and training needs for volunteers and the
need for a stronger sound system and transport. It was also evident that we need to look

harder for the right spaces and the right time (coinciding with the time to find community life,
as well as the availability of natural light and staff). Audiences were often dispersed and the
forum needed to be flexible to get feedback.

Clearly, the community forum is more challenging than a standard consultation held indoors

and to which participants are invited. However it succeeds in reaching communities in their
own space and in their own time to share their experiences. It also creates a unique experience

which brings people together in a community activity (e.g. through the street play experiment).
In terms of future activities, as at May 2016, the forum was preparing future sessions in other
localities as well as a number of special events. These included a special session to be held at
San Anton Gardens (June 2016), a submission to the Valletta 2018 conference titled “Cities as

Community Spaces” documenting the process of the forum and some of its findings (November
2016), an annual conference on wellbeing focusing on the environment (April 2016).  
6.5 The Disability Forum
6.5.1 Objective
Disability does not occur in isolation, nor is it limited to a specific group of people. Although
disabled people share one thing in common, that is, the encountering of obstacles as created

by society, they have different aspirations, ambitions and may also encounter different
obstacles throughout their lives.

The primary objective of the Disability Forum is to give space to different groups of disabled
people to explore their understanding of wellbeing. It aims to provide disabled people with
the necessary environment in order to be able to share with others what gives them and what

does not give them a sense of wellbeing. Disabled persons are not a homogenous group
and although they may share one thing in common, that is, the encountering of obstacles as
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created by society, they have different aspirations, ambitions and may also encounter different
obstacles throughout their lives.
6.5.2 Annual Report for June 2015 - May 2016
Throughout the past year a total of eight Disability Fora with different groups were held. The
fora held were:

10 October 2015

14 October 2015

Launch of the Mental Health
Platform

ADHD Support Group

13 January 2016

17 February 2016

Adults with Autism

Siblings of Children with Disability

14 March 2016

23 May 2016

Mothers with Disability

Disability Forum (General) –
Children with Disability (Gozo)

23 May 2016

15 June 2016

Disability Forum (General) –
Adults with Disability (Gozo)

Deaf Association
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6.5.2.1 Conclusions and Outcomes from the fora
Carers of children with disability expressed their disappointment at the lack of awareness about
particular conditions, mostly hidden and invisible impairments. This issue was particularly
raised during the two fora held in Gozo. Moreover, this same point was also raised by a mother
with disability from Gozo attending a forum in Malta.
One of the issues brought up during the fora held in Gozo is access to medical care. One of
the suggestions made was that doctors should make their services available in Gozo at least
once a month.
During the forum held with the ADHD Support Group, a number of families claimed that the
procedure leading to the assignment of an LSA was causing them unnecessary feelings of
distress. They felt that the procedure was too bureaucratic and that although some students
with ADHD were high achievers, they still required specialised support and supervision.
Moreover, another issue brought up was that related to the insensitivity of teachers in relation
to students with ADHD, particularly in the ways they addressed or made reference to the
students.
A large number of participants attending the fora referred to the need for greater support
systems. The need for support systems was particularly emphasised by parents and siblings of
adults with autism. In addition, the parents of adults with autism claimed that providing their
children with the necessary training was creating a financial burden on the family.
6.5.2.2 Challenges
Following discussions with various organisation of persons with visual impairment, one of
the aims of the Disability Forum was to enable the setting up of a platform for all these
organisations with the aim of bringing them together yet allowing them to have their
independence. However, this aim was met with a number of challenges stemming from the
organisations themselves with the result that the platform was not set up.
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6.6 Ageing with Dignity Forum
6.6.1 Objective
The Ageing with Dignity Forum will meet older persons from various walks of life to discuss
active ageing and how this contributes to their wellbeing. The Forum will also explore stumbling
blocks to active ageing and how these can be overcome.
6.6.2 Annual Report for June 2015 - May 2016
The President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society, launched its ‘Ageing with Dignity’
Forum on 1st October 2015, celebrating the International Day of Older Persons. This Forum
was set up in order to offer a platform for older people and also to build bridges between the
grassroots experience and academia.
After consultation with experts in the field of ageing, the Ageing with Dignity Forum, chaired
by Prof Cacciottolo, scheduled three consultative meetings as part of the activities to engage
with a wide spectrum of relevant entities and stakeholders both at an individual and group
levels. The three meetings focused on: Life after retirement; Travelling after retirement and
Active ageing in Malta. During its first year the Ageing with Dignity Forum organised ten
intergenerational activities that focused on building relationships between children and older
people.
The consultative meetings scheduled created a safe space for old people to participate and
engage in an interesting process focused on sharing narratives and experiences related to past
and present experiences as well as what awaits in the nearest future. The three consultative
meetings created a beautiful circle of topics that captured the reality of what active ageing
takes, demands, consumes and rewards and the challenges it presents.
Participants gave their personal testimonies on what it means to be a grandparent in today’s
society and how to start living in retirement. The participants agreed that keeping active was
an essential component for remaining engaged and relevant within the community.
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A very interesting element that emerged focused on, using this “interesting phase” in life to
discover hidden talents such as the story shared by one of the participants, John. John shared
a very defining moment, a radio programme by the late Maltese author Kilin. The intervention

made by the late author inspired John to start a creative journey of his own. John started

writing stories and carrying out historical research on subject that were close to his heart. The
words used by John to narrate this turning point, which eventually supported him to pursue

his dreams, created a beautiful understanding of the experience of people and their individual
personal discoveries in retirement.

For others, life after retirement offered many challenges that created difficulties to adjust to

their new lifestyle. They expressed their dismay as oftentimes they still felt excluded from the
world of their children and grandchildren despite their hard work, love and care invested.

The discussion within this Forum touched on many different topics and areas including:
Inter-Generational relationships; Health; Employment and the Role of the grandparents. As
mentioned earlier, participants shared personal experiences therefore at times opposing

views were presented which in return created a very colourful picture of the different family
dynamics that exist.

Generation gaps are at times difficult to overcome and can create barriers in families. Some

participants explained that their own children are too busy with their lives to take a genuine
interest in theirs. Others challenged this view adding that as grandparents they could not
demand a lot from their children.

Helping to raise grandchildren during retirement was one of the positive elements that
emerged. To be given this opportunity was described as a great chance to develop deeper
relationships and to keep the family together. On the other hand, some retired grandparents

who cannot provide this kind of assistance to their children commented that they tended to
feel isolated.

Taking the first steps to feel less isolated was described as being at times daunting. Participants

noted that to avoid feeling isolated, it is extremely important and fruitful to be involved in
something which is fulfilling; in activities and commitments close to “home” as well as away
from “home” highlighting life-long learning and voluntary work as key factors in remaining
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active within the community.
Health was an important topic that was discussed. Physical health as well as mental health
issues are a genuine concern amongst older people. Participants praised projects and initiatives
that were created to address, create awareness and tackle the mental health stigma amongst
the elderly. The situation of people in residential care for the elderly poses different scenarios
summarised in two main points: for some a life lived in isolation and solitude and for others a
sense of safety, comfort and containment.
Other expressed support to the rising trend, encouraged by EU policies and promoted on
a national level, to remain employed even after retirement. It was remarked that remaining
active in the work force is beneficial on both a personal and national level as it reduces social
exclusion and minimises the growing burden on pensions. An important point mentioned
highlighted a ‘gap’ that currently exists, a ‘gap’ linked to the need to start thinking early about
retirement. Sudden and radical change can be psychologically difficult to handle especially
with keeping up the same lifestyle. There needs to be preparation: mentally, financially and
physically, before retirement.
Participants noted that different entities and platforms at EU level promotes a healthy
lifestyle and promotes travelling for senior citizens but in reality these find it very difficult
to travel due to problems related to, for example, securing an insurance policy or because
of the great difficulties to have a certificate to prove that you are fit to travel. One sentence
that encompassed feelings shared on this topic was “I had no health problems, just an age
problem”.
Age should not hinder or block anyone from living a healthy lifestyle. Age is a celebration
reflecting the increase in longevity of people.
Celebrating age was the main focus of the intergenerational activities facilitated by the
President’s Foundation. These activities created the space that brought together younger and
older generations every Friday between the months of April and June 2016 in the beautiful
setting of the Verdala Palace. These activities highlighted the beauty of the interaction between
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people of different generations and encouraged intergenerational dialogue.
Every Friday morning, the Verdala Palace housed different groups of school children
accompanied by their teachers and other professionals as well as a group of old people. The
activity always kicked off with a very interactive play carried out by the Drama Unit Malta
(Education Division). The actors, with their great talents, always managed to get the audience
to participate and create a common feeling of wellbeing. The second part of the activity
included games such as the “Memory box” were children and older people shared experiences
and memories of the past, present and future. The children shared stories like helping their
grandparents learn a new skill such as the use of gadgets, the internet and other social media.
Facilitating dialogue and the space to build relationships between younger and older
generations makes it also possible to address social issues as sharing and discussion is
beneficial to all. Such activities offer significant benefits as children love hearing and sharing
stories from the past and older adults are given another chance to create something that
outlives us; passing our wealth to the younger generation.
We would like to thank all the participants who contributed in creating a safe, enriching space
for all those present especially the school children who with their voice, energy, joy and fun
made these events ones to cherish and remember.
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6.7 The Culture Forum
6.7.1 Objective
The Culture Forum met with a number of stakeholders to learn more about the different
culture organisations in Malta. These meetings shed light on the many activities and social
dimension of these cultural entities and how these continue to shape the way of life in Malta
and Gozo. The Culture Forum also provided the opportunity for these culture entities to share
their views on how active participation at a community level can be strengthened further.
6.7.2 Annual Report for June 2015 - May 2016
The Culture Forum held five consultative meetings with representatives from different culture
organisation and institutions as follows:

9 December 2015
Local Councils

26 February 2016
Gozo Drama Groups

30 March 2016
Band Clubs

7 April 2016:  
Museum Curators

21 June 2016
Ċentri Parrokjali’
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Professor Joe Friggieri chaired the meetings and explained the aims of the Culture Forum. He
then invited the participants to talk about their work and share their views about what needs
to be done in order to ensure greater active participation by members of the community at
the local level.
6.7.2.1 Local Councils held on 9.12.2015
There were two interesting and informative presentations by the local council representatives
of Lija and Naxxar, in which the various social and cultural activities organised by these two
localities were described. Close collaboration between the different entities engaged in
promoting cultural events – clubs, parish and local council – always gave very good results.
The impact of demographic changes on cultural activities was also highlighted and discussed.
A meeting with MEUSAC regarding the possibility of European funding for cultural events at
the local level was suggested and the Forum was asked to facilitate it.
6.7.2.2 Gozo Drama Groups held on 26.02.2016
Participants gave a vivid account of cultural activities in their respective localities, bringing out
similarities and differences between them.
Theatre events in the villages bring about social cohesion because people from different walks
of life come together for a single purpose. Participation in such events empower those who
are generally considered as living ‘on the fringe’.
The majority of towns and villages in Gozo all have a drama group within the parish centre.
They all have a hall equipped with a proper stage. Many of those who take part in theatre
productions are young.
Small drama groups should be supported. It is good to invest in the big productions that take
place in Rabat, but it is more important to support the smaller drama groups and foster local
talent at the grassroots level.
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Local councils in Gozo and some parish centres have a small lending library, but very few
people make use of this facility.

Summer schools in Gozo are still popular and the ‘Read with Me’ experiment taking place in
Villa Rundle in Rabat should be extended to other localities.
6.7.2.3 Band Clubs held on 30.03.2016
A large number of representatives of Band Clubs were eager to participate in the event, and
the feedback received was positive and encouraging.

At the start of the meeting, representatives from Sedqa made a brief presentation on preventive

measures and after-care in connection with substance abuse, alcoholism and gambling. The

point was made that Band Clubs have an important role to play in reaching out to a large
number of people, especially the young, and collaborating with the agency in order to prevent
addiction and facilitate rehabilitation when necessary.

The financial problems faced by Band Clubs and the various factors giving rise to them were
thoroughly discussed. It has become very hard to obtain sponsorship from local businessmen

and there are no specific government funds for Band Clubs either. The only organisation that

offers financial support is Aġenzija Żgħażagħ which offers sponsorships for the acquisition of
musical instruments.

Some localities are facing the repercussions of an ageing population, which make it harder for
Band Clubs to recruit new members.

Despite these problems, Band Clubs still enjoy the support of a wide cross-section of the
community at the local level. The important role of Band Clubs in the cultural scene should be
fully recognised and supported.

A round table discussion with Funds coordinators and L-Għaqda tal-Baned was proposed. The
President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society could facilitate dialogue with MEUSAC
and help Band Clubs submit a request for funds by compiling the necessary application.
A meeting with the Arts Council was also suggested.
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6.7.2.4 Museum Curators held on 07.04.2016
Curators from public and private museums were invited for this consultation meeting to
exchange ideas and experiences in the various sectors. During the meeting the dynamics
and concerns of curators working in museums and art galleries were clearly presented and
carefully analysed.
The meeting was attended by the following curators: Joan Abela (Notarial Archives), Emmanuel
Magro Conti (Heritage Malta), Cynthia De Giorgio (St. John’s Co-Cathedral Foundation),
Sharon Sultana (National Museum of Archaeology), Robert Cassar (Palace Armoury), Frederica
Agius (Wignacourt Museum) and Luisana D’Amato (Fort St. Elmo).
All the participants gave a detailed account of the way the museums are run, the nature of
their collections, the items that are on permanent display as well as the temporary exhibitions
and various activities that are held there. The input by all the curators was wide-ranging and
extremely informative and cannot be adequately summarised in a brief report. Details of the
individual contributions can be found in the minutes.
One thing that came out clearly from the meeting was that the vast majority of visitors to our
museums are tourists. This shows lack of proper art and heritage education in schools. School
visits to museums need to be better organised and teachers encouraged and trained to take
an active part in the proceedings.
Museums can organise more family friendly activities to encourage members of the family to
spend time together at the museums. For such initiative to be successful, more people need
to be employed.
Museums need to join forces to push for government funding. They should use tourism as
leverage. If so many tourists visit museums every year, then these need to be well equipped
to showcase their collections in the best possible way.
More job opportunities need to be created to encourage students to take up the profession
of museum curators in the various sectors of our heritage.
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6.7.2.5 Ċentri Parrokjali held on 21.06.2016
The meeting  was chaired by George Douglas Saliba (Foundation core team member), who
gave a brief explanation of the work carried out by the President’s Foundation and outlined
the philosophy of the Culture Forum.
Representatives of the parish centres (Ċentri Parrokjali) of Qawra, Balzan, Balluta and
Birżebbuġia took an active part in the meeting, which showed the great diversity in social and
cultural terms among the four localities.
Qawra, for example, faces serious problems of accommodation since increasing number of
people, both foreign and local, are becoming homeless. The Church tries to provide temporary
accommodation at the shelters, but most of them are now full. The parish community also
helps in trying to find jobs for the unemployed, with the help of Aġenzija Appoġġ and the
Leap Centre. Some people call daily at the parish centre for food or financial assistance. The
rent situation is getting worse and is affecting mainly the elder generation together with those
who are close to the poverty line.
The parish young group in Qawra is made up of over 100 young people coming from different
religions and mostly from deprived social backgrounds. They meet every Friday for reflection
and leisure.
The youth centre in Balzan is very active but numbers have diminished, due to the fact that
many residents, especially young couples, are not from Balzan. There is a divide between the
centre of the village and the periphery. The parish priest tries to bridge the gap by organising
activities for those living on the fringe, who tend to feel left out.
The vast majority of residents in Balluta are elderly. One of their main concerns is lack of
security. There is lack of interaction between different groups and the feeling of belonging to
a vibrant cultural community is missing. The parish centre is used by various entities and there
is a wide range of activities going on there.
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The parish centre in Birżebbuġia caters for different age groups. It works for the benefit
and wellbeing of Maltese and refugees alike, seeking to promote integration and a spirit of
collaboration. The centre works hand-in-hand with the St Jean Antide Foundation and seeks
to update its research on the local population from time to time. More volunteers are needed
to help the parish centre achieve its goals.
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The Research Entities
7.1 National Institute for Childhood
7.1.1 Objective
The Mission Statement of the National Institute for Childhood is to promote children’s wellbeing
through research, dissemination of research, consultation with relevant stake holders, and
active participation in debates in matters concerning children and their relationships with
significant others.
In so doing the National Institute for Childhood endeavours to create spaces in which children’s
voices may be represented or otherwise have their diverse voices acknowledged. Children
will be invited to contribute to the setting of the Agenda of the Institute for Childhood. To
achieve this goal the Institute seeks to collaborate with any institution or person/s working
with children or any matter concerning children.

The Objectives of the National Institute for Childhood are:
•
•
•
•
•

To identify factors which are conducive to children’s wellbeing;
To conduct original research regarding children and their relationships with
significant others;
To identify, develop and use research methodologies that are ethically sound
and which promote children’s agency;
To develop and create a repository of research on children and childhood that
could be publicly accessible;
To identify good practice in working with children which maximise their
opportunities to safely and freely participate in decisions about their lives.
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7.1.2 Annual Report for June 2015-May 2016
The National Institute for Childhood (NIC), one of the entities of the President’s Foundation
for the Wellbeing of Society, continued to work towards meeting the aims and objectives
which were determined at its inception in 2014.
7.1.2.1 Ongoing Research Project: The Student–Teacher Relationship Project
This project has been designed to achieve one of the goals of the President’s Foundation
for the Wellbeing of Society, namely to enhance the wellbeing of children. The research has
explored teacher-student relationships and was based on classroom observation; teacher,
child and parent in-depth interviews, the use of a Student–Teacher Relationship Scale (STR)
(Pianta, 2001), completed by teachers for students in their class and of the Child Appraisal of
Relationship with Teacher Scale (CARTS) (Vervoort, Doumen, and Verschueren, 2014).  Children
were also asked to carry out a sentence completion task and to draw themselves and their
teacher.
Professor Mary Darmanin is Principal Investigator for this Project.
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. October 2015
Professor Darmanin (PI) Continued to transcribe ethnographic field data and prepare it for
analysis including the assignment of pseudonyms.
Work on STRS and CARTS Scale data statistical analysis ongoing.
The Principal Investigator prepared the Sentence Completion data to hand to Dr Maureen
Cole for analysis.
The Principal Investigator also prepared the children’s drawings, representing them and their
teacher, to hand to Daniel Mercieca for analysis. Mr Mercieca Children carried out the analysis
through the use of NVIVO 10 software.
Prepared Child Interviews (28) for analysis.

. November 2015
Received some preliminary Scale Data results and worked with Research Assistant to identify
key findings.
The Principal Investigator spent a week learning how to use NVIVO. Child interviews
were prepared to be uploaded on NVIVO and analysis The Interpretive Phenomenological
Analysis(IPA) of these commenced.

. December 2015
The Principal Investigator continued analysis of these data as well as of the Sticker Activity
data which was part of the interview with the children.
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. January-March 2016
The Child Interview data yielded 16 themes, 2 of which had 4 sub-categories each and a
further 2 had 6 and 10 each. Following this initial phase of interpretation, the process of
writing commenced and was on-going till the 25th March 2016.
The analysis proceeded by looking at children’s description of their teacher to explore what
they valued in their teachers (including past teachers, peripatetic teachers, learning support
staff).  This contributed to a phenomenology of ‘the teacher’, the main finding of which is that
children  recognise and expect teachers to be adults who fulfil a particular role, namely helping
them to learn.
A profile of what characteristics and behaviours are valued has been drawn up.  There was much
consistency in that children name these characteristics and behaviours in relation to present,
previous and other educators. A second phase of analysis developed a phenomenology of
a ‘good’ student-teacher relationship and its characteristics as well as a phenomenology of
a ’poor’ or bad’ relationship. Again, there was great consistency across children’s accounts
of what a ‘good relationship’ is and what a ‘poor’ or bad’ relationship is. From these data it
is possible to identify what middle childhood children consider to be ‘getting on well’ with
the teacher, in which a major component is learning or doing well at school, but also include
having teachers who are ‘good’, ‘kind’, ‘patient’, ‘fair’, ‘respectful’,’ humorous’, ‘creative’ and
‘playful’. Additionally, children get on well when teachers create a sense of belonging and
foster a good classroom climate (voice projection, order and discipline, feedback and praise).  
Conversely, it was not possible to get on well with teachers who were ‘angry’ or ‘shouting’,
unfair, disrespectful and who did not give learning assistance. There is a personal dimension
to not getting on well as well as a collective one Children report feeling unhappy when a
teacher does not get on with one of their class- they feel this vicariously, especially when this
involves unfairness or stigma. Teacher behaviours that contribute to a phenomenology of ‘not
getting on well’ have been identified.   Children report that this impacts their readiness to
come to school, to interact with the teacher and to engage in school work (this is consistent
with the literature).
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To get on well a child requires specific instructional support, a showing of affect and respect,
and an opportunity for sharing activities (often in outings or celebrations, jokes, and others).  
Children’s relationships with teachers suffered when they were not meeting frequently enough
to establish affect and support (as with peripatetic teachers).
An analysis of children’s responses to more structured questions regarding their relationship
with the present teacher (Sticker Activity) was made and has been written up.    Currently,
this has been written at the global level reporting from the 28 child interviewees,    (not
disaggregated by school and class).   However, in a subsequent volume,    a disaggregated
analysis will be undertaken. This has led to data on 16 questions exploring how far children
feel their teacher (helps them with classwork, etc.) and how comfortable they feel to ask (for
help, etc.).  These data have been triangulated with other data that emerged from a more IPA
approach such as in response to a question ’What does’ getting on well’ mean to you?’   A
further analysis has been made of what children would like to ask of their teacher and of the
3 things they would ask of all teachers in Malta ‘to make life better for children’. Seven main
themes have emerged.
The Principal Investigator has written the first section giving a context to the study, reviewing
the present situation regarding children and education in Malta. The Principal Investigator
is also writing an introduction to the six classes and their teachers and pupils, using data
from the children’s comments about their school. Ethnographic data will be presented in a
subsequent volume.
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. September

2016

The Principal Investigator and the Research Assistant continued to work on the Scale data. This
section is being prepared for publication. Descriptive results of the Pianta STRs scale have
been reported at the aggregate level, on the closeness and on the conflict variable.  It has
been found that teachers report very high closeness with 31.6% of the children, a middle range
with 44% and low closeness with 29.4%. None of the variables have a normal distribution. No
teacher perceived the relationship as warranting the lowest Pianta score; teachers provided
scores from 14 to 35 (high closeness).   Similarly teachers responded to the conflict variables
with a range of scores from 8 (low conflict) to 34 (high conflict); no teacher scored the 40 points
of highest conflict. Indeed teachers did not perceive high conflict with 77% of the 109 children
in their classes.  However there was conflict with approximately 25, 6% of them.  Means and
standard deviations were provided for each item of the 16 point Pianta STRS scale.
Analysis was made of the Child Appraisal of Relationship with Teacher Scale (CARTS) which
has 4 variables which measure closeness, 7 which measure conflict and 5 which measure
dependency. Aggregate results show that none of the 64 children who responded to this
scale had the lowest score of 4 points; indeed the range of scores was from 8 to 20 (where 20
was high closeness).   On this scale it was found that 37% of the children scored 16 points or
less (low closeness) where the 75th percentile was 19, and the 25th was 16 points.  Regarding
the CARTS conflict subscale, 27% had very low conflict, 38% had a middle range, whilst 35%
reported higher conflict. Crucially, it has been found that teachers and students do not have
the same perception of the relationship; a teacher may think the relationship is conflictual
whilst a student may find it close and vice versa. This suggests we require better ways to
access children’s meaningful interpretations of the nature of student-teacher relationships and
understand their behaviour on the basis of this. Teachers who ignore pupil voice and agency,
do this at their own peril.
Statistical tests such as the Spearman Rank Correlation where carried out on the STRS and
CARTS variables. The Kruskal-Wallace and the Compare Medians nonparametric tests were
carried out to explore difference between groups. These groups included school class, pupil
sex, teacher sex, teachers’ years of experience, and a final comparison between high and low
band classes.  A larger sample may have obtained more statistically significant results.  Some
differences do appear and will be reported in the publication.
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. July 2016-ongoing
The Principal Investigator is currently revising and elaborating on to the Literature Review,
also in the light  of some of the findings, which is to be expected in an inductive study.    When
this is complete, a Discussion bringing together the IPA child interview analysis with the Sticker
Activity data, and the Scale data can be undertaken.

. September 2016
The Principal Investigator has prepared a summary and selected key data from the children’s
interviews for a Radio Programme.
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7.1.2.2 Bullying: Child Consultation Exercise
In October 2015, the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society
initiated a conference series on child wellbeing, through an inaugural national
conference on ‘Bullying: The Child’s Perspective.’ Although bullying is often

discussed among parents and educational professionals, children’s voices are

at times missing from conversations about bullying. This underscored the
motivation for engaging in a child consultation exercise. This was set-up as
joint collaboration between the Children’s Forum and the NIC during summer
2016. Mr Daniel Mercieca designed the methodology based on the use of
creative arts within childhood research and specifically the adaptation of
Theatre of the Oppressed Image and Forum theatre techniques (Boal, 2002).  
Mr Mercieca facilitated three consultation sessions with different age groups.
All sessions were audio visually recorded by young persons themselves. Data
in the form of recorded and visual- artistic artefacts was then thematically
analysed. Results were presented and discussed at the national conference.
This project will also be published in time for the second conference on child
wellbeing.
Dr Maureen Cole acted as the Conference Chair for the 1st National
Conference on Child Wellbeing. All the members of NIC attended and gave
their contribution during this Conference.
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7.1.2.3 Cyber-Bullying Follow-Up Workshop
This workshop for youths was organised on the 24th February 2016 as a follow-up to the
questions raised about cyber-bullying at the conference and during the workshops. During
this workshop participants had the opportunity to meet and discuss with Inspector Timothy
Zammit from the Cyber-Crime Unit at the Police Department. Mr Daniel Mercieca facilitated
the workshop and held a preparatory session with the youths in terms of supporting them in
presenting their concerns.
7.1.2.4 Forthcoming Project: Spaces and Relationships
Mr Daniel Mercieca initiated the design of a Spaces and Relations participatory research
project which seeks to explore children’s views about physical and social spaces within an
identified community.  In line with the action based ethos of this project, these views will be
considered central to the development of an actual physical space within the community.
We note that local participatory research with children is still a rather innovative concept. By
developing participatory research in collaboration with the Child Forum and an identified Local
Council, NIC would be influencing the manner in which children participate in local knowledge
generation and development. Moreover this project is envisaged as a pilot project which can
then be evaluated and offered as a model to encourage and support similar initiatives within
other communities.
Project development is at a design stage.
7.1.2.5 Lowering to the Age of Sexual Consent
In October of 2015, the NIC submitted a detailed document to the Social Affairs Committee of
the Maltese Parliament regarding the proposed lowering of the age of consent. This evidencebased document highlighted some key factors which the NIC considered particularly pertinent
to the consideration of the lowering of the age of sexual consent.
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7.1.2.6 NIC’s participation in NoH8 campaign
The NIC is contributing to the NoH8 campaign through the contribution of Dr Sandra Hili
Vassallo. This is a joint project bringing the 5 Research Entities of the President’s Foundation
for the Wellbeing of Society together. The project focuses on a community mapping and the
area identified is the village Balzan, due to its ethnic and social mix.  
7.1.2.7 Meetings Held
The NIC held 11 meetings between June 2015 and May 2016.
7.1.2.8 References
Boal, A. (2002). Games for actors/non-actors, 2nd edition, London, England:Routledge.
Pianta, R. C. (2001). Student–Teacher Relationship Scale: Professional manual.               
Odessa, FL: Psychological Assessment Resources
Vervoort, E. Doumen, S. & Verschueren, K. (2014). Children’s appraisal of their relationship with
the teacher: Preliminary evidence for construct validity, European Journal of Developmental
Psychology.
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7.2 Hub for Ethnobotanical Research

7.2.1 Objective
Our mission is to explore and inspire relationships between people through
their cultural experience of the natural world.
The main focus of the Hub shall be the discovery of innovative and
community-centred ways of enhancing wellbeing through the use of
gardens and plants in Malta and Gozo. The exploration of Maltese and
Gozitan identities will be undertaken through formal and informal research
on the cultural and ecological contexts of trees, vegetables, fruits, flowers,
and herbs.
The Hub will also promote intercultural, intergenerational, and interreligious
dialogue, with a focus on engaging diversity by bringing together local
and migrant communities living in Malta to share and exchange botanical
narratives, wisdom, and practices. Specific attention will be given to
marginalized and minority groups.
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Objectives
•

To create new spaces for intercultural, intergenerational and interreligious exchange
around gardening, horticulture and farming practices,

•

To facilitate dialogue about the garden as a metaphor of life and the eternal,

•

To stimulate and produce research and implement projects that focus on the valorization
of the botanical heritage of Malta and Gozo as linked to culture, folklore and history,

•

To create knowledge about topics of interest to the Hub, while managing and communicating
this information to research groups, international partners and other stakeholders,

•

To facilitate communication among communities, volunteers, and academics to increase
the Hub’s outreach and impact,

•

To implement educational processes to inspire community projects for the wellbeing of
people living in Malta and Gozo,

•

To explore and valorize the national heritage of the Maltese islands in the use of existing,
and the creation of new, spaces for living and preserved plants and seeds, gardens,
literature and archives,

•

To understand and offer effective ethnobotanic responses to contemporary challenges
such as violent conflict, climate change, and the depletion of natural resources, and their
long-term and far-reaching negative effects,

•

To prepare the ground for future generations by making available the experiences,
knowledge, tools, and resources utilized by the Hub in addressing the impact of
contemporary challenges on the future wellbeing of society.
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7.2.2 Annual Report for June 2015-May 2016
7.2.2.1 Ecumenical Christmas Meal
The ecumenical Christmas meal which has become an established date in the President’s
calendar was initiated by the Hub, and the Chairperson of the Hub was invited for the 2015
meal. The event developed into an ecumenical dialogue followed up by the Institute for Peace
and Wellbeing.
7.2.2.2 Holocaust Memorial Day
On January 2016, Dr. Maria Pisani and Mario Gerada facilitated two workshops during the
Holocaust Memorial Day event.
7.2.2.3 Colloquium
In 2016, the Hub initiated and participated in the organisation of Speaking Faith: Environment,
Justice and Wellbeing. The event was organised in collaboration with the Interfaith forum.
7.2.2.4 Cloistered Spaces (Publication launch & Green Festival)
In February 2016, The President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society launched the book
‘Cloistered Spaces: A Journey through Sacred Gardens in the Maltese Islands’. The event
was well attended and an interesting discussion took place during the event highlighting the
importance to become more aware for such spaces and for these to become more accessible.
The book is on sale through a number of bookshops and online through BDL website. Several
articles were published around the launch of this book:
http://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/63516/plants_are_not_separate_from_our_
daily_joys_and_anxieties__national_ethnobotanic_hub#.WKBNIRIrI_U
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The Hub was present during the Green Festival were a number of copies of Cloistered Spaces
were sold. The book inspired a Monastery in Valletta to open it’s door for the public during
this event:
http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20160426/local/400-year-old-valletta-gardens-toopen-for-public-during-green-festival.610134
Chairperson Mario Gerada was interviewed on Valletta: Ilwien ta’ Belt about the Cloistered
Spaces publication and the positive response of the public to visit St Catherine’s Cloister
during the Green Festival.
7.2.2.5 Sharing Seeds, Sharing Life Research Project
In March 2016, Sharing Seeds, Sharing Life research project commenced. A researcher was
engaged and throughout the year several interviews and workshops were held. The research
project was completed and the final report is being launched soon, March 2017. A poster
about this research project and the use of GIS technology for this research was exhibited
during a Valletta2018 conference: Cultural Mapping: Debating Spaces and Places.
7.2.2.6 Two New Research Proposals
During 2017, the Hub worked on two research proposals, which are presently being evaluated.
One proposal is for a continuation of research for Cloistered Spaces, focusing on more indepth ethnobotanical work, and the second research is about easily available poisonous and
toxic plants on our islands. The media became aware of the second proposal and wanted to
write an article about that:
http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20160424/local/migrants-may-be-using-toxictwigs-to-brush-teeth.609812
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7.2.2.7 Radio Programme
In August 2017, the Chairperson of the Hub participated in a Radio Programme coordinated
by Prof. Carmel Borg, on Campus FM, discussing the work of the Hub, with a particular focus
on the publication Cloistered Spaces.
7.2.2.8 Works in Progress Seminar – World Food Day
The Hub kick-started the process for the President’s Foundation to mark World Food Day. The
Hub facilitated a meeting to discuss and propose content to be discussed during the event.
In September, 2016, the Hub participated in the Works in Progress SDG – World Food Day
seminar, were the preliminary findings from the Sharing Seeds, Sharing life research project
were presented. Positive feedback was received particularly in relation to the idea of needing
agricultural policies that care for farmers and rural communities.
7.2.2.9 No H8 Campaign
The Hub has also contributed towards the formulation of the No H8 Balzan research project,
and offered feedback when required and asked for. Support is still being offered – ongoing.
7.2.2.10 New Entity Members
In 2016, the member structure of the Hub experienced a transition where two members
decided to leave their post as experts yet continue to contribute as volunteers. Prof Everaldo
Attard and Ms. Rachel Radmilli were appointed as experts for the Hub.
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7.3 The National Centre for Family Research
7.3.1 Objective
The National Centre for Family Research was set up on the 25th of June 2014 as one of
the entities of the President’s Foundation. Its primary mission is to promote understanding
through research on all aspects of family life with special emphasis on fostering mutual care
and respect in relationships.
The Strategic objectives of the entity are enshrined in its Statute and include the following
objectives:
•

To pursue a research agenda informed by conversations with society through the
consultation process held by the Fora of the President’s Foundation.

•

To participate in international academic fora and to collaborate with experts on state-ofthe-art family research.

•

To raise public awareness of good practices which enhance family life.

•

To disseminate the Centre’s work widely, making the outcomes accessible to a broad
spectrum of stakeholders.

•

To advocate for the consideration of the wellbeing of families in the development of public
policies and services.

7.3.2 Annual Report for June 2015-May 2016
The following is an annual Report covering all ongoing Research Projects, Round Tables and
Meetings.
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7.3.2.1 Research Projects
Launch of Study entitled Sustaining Relationships; Couples and singles in a changing
society

Our very first research project, is a nationwide study intended to increase understanding on
life and relationship satisfaction in the context of diverse life situations in our country.

Given the existing research gap on this important topic in the context of family life, this

research project is building a general picture about the significance of couple relationships
taking into account dating participants, married couples and cohabiting partners. Given the
rise in singledom and the increasing number of lone parent families, participants who are
leading a single life are also interviewed.

A large cross-sectional study has been carried out on a nationally representative sample in

Malta. A net sample of 2469 adults (89.5% response rate), drawn from an updated population

register, was recruited through quota sampling, stratified by gender, resident with partner or
not and with or without dependent children. A semi- structured questionnaire was carried out

by trained interviewers employed by NSO through computer assisted telephone interviews
(CATI).

More specifically the project sought to find out what predicts life satisfaction, how children

are perceived, what is prioritised by different sections of the population and the role of
faith in relationships. Significant differences among different groups of the population were

highlighted. What predicts relationship stress was also be explored. Furthermore relationship

support and the preferred mode of support for couples needing such support was researched.
The study was launched in February 2016 at the Verdala Palace. It was very well received by
those attending and by the media.
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7.3.2.2 Participation at the European Scientific Family Research (ESFR) conference in
Dortmund

The various experts and the research officer submitted five papers for presentation at the
ESFR conference . All five papers were accepted and were presented in Dortmund, Germany
in September 2016.
7.3.2.3 Participation in the media
The study also attracted the interest of the media and a short synopsis of it was presented on
the programme Dissett. The chair of the Centre for Family Research was also invited to take
part in the programme.
7.3.2.4 Study on access to good quality, healthy, clean and fair food for All
A joint study is being carried out by the National Observatory for Living with Dignity and
the National Centre for Family Research. The study aims to uncover facilitators and barriers
to the provision and appeal of good quality food, defined to include wholesome, healthy,
environmentally-friendly, locally-produced food among all economic classes, whilst also being
fair with the producers. It has adopted a grounded research approach based on qualitative
methodologies. To date, 30 one-to-one interviews and one focus group with interested
stakeholders in the food supply chain have been conducted, as well as five ethnographic
observations in supermarkets to study consumer behaviour. A market intervention with healthy,
clean and fair food is being planned as part of the final phase of the study. It is anticipated that
results should be available by the end of 2016. Meanwhile, Prof Suzanne Piscopo presented
about the study at the Seminar organised by the PFWS on 28 September, 2016 titled the
Sustainable Development Goals: A focus on food and the elimination of poverty.
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7.3.2.5 Participation in a presentation on the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
Two of our experts Prof Suzanne Piscopo and Dr Sue Vella actively participated through their
research in a presentation organised by the National Observatory for Living with Dignity which
was held on 22 April, 2016.
7.3.2.6 Celebrating World Family Day
On the 15th of May 2016, the International Day of Families was celebrated through the
distribution of a press release to all leading newspapers highlighting the message by the
United Nations for 2016: Families Healthy Lives and Sustainable Future . While Dr Sue Vella
prepared the press release, Prof Suzanne Piscopo and the chair of the Centre Prof Angela
Abela were also interviewed on TVAM. Prof Suzanne Piscopo and Dr Neville Calleja also took
part in a radio programme on PBS on the same topic.
7.3.2.7 Invitation by the Joint Parliamentary Committees on Social, Health and Family
Affairs to present on the Morning After Pill

The National Centre for Family Research was invited to present its views on the Morning After
Pill. Dr Sue Vella prepared the submission which was discussed and finalised by the team, and  
sent to the Committees on the 2nd of August, 2016.
7.3.2.8 Challenges Encountered
The Centre encountered two major challenges this year that impeded the entity from making
the desired progress with regards to its initiatives; one had to do with the bureaucratic
procedure regarding a call for application for the services of a research officer and the other
with  the difficulty in funding of one of its projects either from the PFWS budget or through
sponsors.
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7.3.2.9 Future Directions
The Centre is looking forward to the qualitative component of the research now that the
services of a Research Officer are in place. As a NCFR we hope to continue making a timely
contribution in the area of couple relationships with special reference to Maltese families.
The other research project in which the Centre is involved is of equal value and significance
to the broad population. This project examines how we can promote access to good quality
healthy and clean food at a price that is accessible to low income families without compromising
a decent income for producers.  The final report will be of value to interested stakeholders
from various sectors including health, agriculture, education and business and commerce
amongst others.
Prof Suzanne Piscopo and Dr Sue Vella are also participating in a Foundation wide study on
inclusion in the Community.
We hope that by sharing our research we will be in a position to influence policy makers and
promote wellbeing in our families and in society at large.
7.3.2.10 Meetings and Participation
The National Centre for Family Studies held meetings on a fortnightly basis. These were always
well attended by all members together with the Research Entities Coordinator and were
ably supported by PFWS staff. Other meetings attended by the entity experts and the Chair
included those organised by the various fora. The various Fora and Entities also met regularly
to keep each other updated about their projects and activities. The Chair also attended
fortnightly meetings with the other entity chairs and the Foundation’s Director General.
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7.4 National Centre for Freedom from Addiction
7.4.1 Objective
The National Centre for Freedom from Addiction’s mission is to contribute towards nurturing
a society that is free from addictive behaviour in all its forms, for the purpose of promoting
personal, interpersonal, and social wellbeing.
The National Centre recognises that individuals, families, and communities are interconnected.
Furthermore, it acknowledges that addictive behaviour can have deleterious effects not only
on individuals but also on families and communities.
The Centre attains its aim through research. All queries raised at the fora level are delved
into in depth. The Centre through its experts seeks to answer questions that are raised from
the grass roots level by conducting research and by analysing studies already carried out
by others. It seeks to be creative in its work, while also valorising practical engagements,
responding to gaps in legislation and policies.
7.4.2 Mission Statement
•

Recognizing that individuals, families and communities are interconnected;

•

Recognizing that addictive behaviour can have deleterious effects not only on individuals
but also on families and communities;

The CFA’s mission is that of contributing towards nurturing a society that is free from addictive
behaviour in all its forms for the purpose of promoting personal, interpersonal and social
wellbeing.
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7.4.3 Long term aims
•

To develop a more coherent understanding of the nature and concept of addiction within
the Maltese context;

•

To identify and analyse causes, trends and consequences of addiction in Maltese society;

•

To monitor addictive behaviour;

•

To assist the President on matters and information related to addictive behaviour;

•

To critically engage the public on issues related to addiction;

•

To link with national and international agencies working in the field.

7.4.4 Annual Report for June 2015-May 2016
7.4.4.1 Problematic Internet Use in Malta amongst Young People aged between 18-30
years.

This study had been undertaken during the previous year. The launch of the results took place
on the 28th October 2015. A morning seminar was held so as to disseminate the results and
at the same time raise awareness regarding the theme. The CFA had organised 2 breakfast
meetings prior to the launch of the results where professionals and stake holders involved in
research or who work directly with internet users were invited. These were again invited for
the launch together with the general public. During the launch we had two presentations, one
by Professor Marilyn Clark on “The Construct of Addiction” and another by Mr Glen Fenech,
from the Malta Communication Authority, on the “Use of Internet in Malta”.
Then the results of our study were revealed and a very interesting discussion ensued. Although
there seems to be great apprehension amongst people especially parents and educators
regarding internet use, the study revealed that only 0.8% of the Maltese population aged
between 18 and 30 years had problematic internet use. This does not save us from the fact
that 65.9% were average internet users and 33.3% were excessive internet users.
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A. Social networking, (83.8%) emerged as
the most popular activity performed online
from a list of other activities including
email, research and education and
browsing, among others;
B. Younger cohorts (those aged between
18-21 years) had higher mean scores and
were also more likely to be excessive users
than average users;

The following
main points
have transpired
from the study:

C. Male respondents had significantly
higher mean scores than their female
counterparts and were also more likely to
be excessive internet users;
D. Those who completed post-secondary
levels education had higher mean scores
than those who had completed just
primary, secondary levels or tertiary levels,
were more likely to be excessive users than
average users;
E. Those that were single were found more
likely to be excessive Internet users;
F. Gozo respondents scored significantly
lower than persons from Malta,
particularly from residents of the Southern
harbour region;
G. Mean scores across all the 6 districts
however, fell well within the range for
average Internet use.
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This study was also presented in two other conferences:
1. The International Addiction conference held in Lisbon
(23rd-25th September 2015). The CFA had a poster
presentation regarding this study.
2. In December 2015 an oral presentation was given
during the Malta Medical School Conference entitled:
Problematic Internet Use among Young People aged
18 to 30 years in Malta: Are we worrying too much?  
The study was further discussed during lectures at University,
especially with those reading BA in Communication, and in
various TV and radio programmes. The whole report is on
line, on the PFWS website and can be downloaded. 1000
hard copies of the whole report were also disseminated.
This study has led the entity to delve deeper in the subject
of internet addiction. We have now started a new research
where a younger cohort will be studied. About 1000 school
children aged 13-16 from government, church and private
schools in Malta and in Gozo will be questioned in order to
see whether internet use is interfering in the development
of their wellbeing. This study is planned to be ready by
June 2017.
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7.4.4.2 Exploring Drug Driving Legislation in Malta in the Context of the European
Landscape

The CFA also worked on a report entitled: Exploring Drug Driving Legislation in Malta in the
Context of the European Landscape. In 2014 the possession for personal use of prohibited
drugs in certain amounts was no longer punishable in Malta by a criminal court but liable, upon
conviction by the Commissioner of Justice, to the payment of a fine. Its use, although not
legal, is no longer treated as a criminal offence.

The CFA tried to answer various questions including:
A. Does the new legislation allow people to drive under the influence of
drugs?
B. What blood concentration levels of cannabis or its metabolites are
compatible with safe driving?
C. How did other countries tackle this problem?
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On the 9th December 2015 the UK advisor for the government drug-driving policy Professor
Kim Wolff, King’s College London, was invited for a round table conference on the topic of
drug driving in Malta. Various bodies were invited to attend the conference including the
Judiciary, Transport Malta, University of Malta and Insurance companies.
The report was launched on the 19th May 2015. The main factors relating to national approaches
against drug-driving were grouped under the following headings:
Scientific evidence (which feeds into the formulation of evidence-based policies)
1. Policies and legislation (which describe the nature of a drug-driving offence and the power
of National authorities to implement enforcement measures)
2. Enforcement (which refers to the actions and activities that can be undertaken to ensure
that the law is effectively implemented and that drug drivers are detected and brought to
justice) and
3. Sanctioning (the process of penalizing those who have committed a law infringement).
We then gave ten recommendations which might help to develop a drug driving policy suitable
for Malta. The report is on the PFWS website and can be downloaded.
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7.5 The National Observatory for Living with Dignity
7.5.1 Objective
The mission statement of the National Observatory for Living with Dignity is to promote
a dignified life for all by critically engaging with knowledge, social structures, and human
relations, especially through generating empirical data, valorising experiential knowledge, and
providing access to reliable information on issues related to ecological, social economic, and
cultural inclusion.
The objectives of the National Observatory for Living with Dignity are:
•

To monitor local progress in combating social, economic and cultural exclusion;

•

To provide the Presidency with evidence-based data on matters related to social, economic
and cultural inclusion;

•

To create spaces for conversations and reflections on matters related to social, economic
and cultural inclusion;

•

To inform and critically engage the public on issues related to dignified living, including the
intersection of the environment with human wellbeing;

•

To showcase examples of good practice in combating social, economic and cultural
exclusion and in promoting social cohesion;

•

To link with international agencies, including other observatories, engaged in promoting
social, economic and cultural inclusion.

7.5.2 Annual Report for June 2015-May 2016
The Observatory is following up on the first part of a study which focuses on the phenomenon
of Early School Leaving.  The first part of the study consisted of a statistical analysis of existing
data, correlating early school leaving with personal and social well-being. The second part of
the study, currently underway, digs deeper into the issue, using semi-structured conversations
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with early school leavers as the preferred methodology. The second study is due late in the
first quarter of 2017.   Meanwhile, ESL was kept on the national agenda by the Observatory
through several appearances on television and participation in a number of radio programmes
and seminars.
The Observatory is currently engaged in another research project, focusing on food quality
and food justice. The project is a joint-venture between the Observatory and the National
Centre for Family Research.
The Observatory is discussing a joint-research project with Caritas, focusing on the wellbeing
of a specific marginalised group.
In March, the Observatory co-organised the Foundation’s event on International Women’s
Day.
On the 22nd of April, the National Observatory for Living with Dignity held a public
workshop on the Sustainable Development Goals, encouraging dialogue on the SDGs on
a national level.  The well-attended event consisted of seventeen reflections, one on each
development goal.  The reflections were followed by plenary discussions, with members of
the audience present at the meeting reacting to points made by the experts who delivered
the reflections. The workshop was followed-up by a publication launched on 28th September
and by the uploading of the reflections on the Foundation’s website.  The Observatory has
recently embarked on a popularisation exercise of the SDGs, bringing the seventeen goals
closer to the general public and to school children.
Starting in October, the Observatory is producing a seventeen-programme, radio series on
Campus FM. Titled ‘Ghall-Gid tas-Socjeta’. the series is intended to familiarise listeners with
the ethos, objectives, structures, programmes, projects and research of the Foundation.
The series is produced by Professor Carmel Borg, Chair, Observatory for Living with Dignity.
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The Foundation’s
outreach events
As detailed in the previous sections of this annual
report the Foundation organises numerous activities
with a number being initiatives spearheaded by its
Consultative Fora and Research Entities.
Apart from those activities the Foundation
also organises numerous others with the same
overarching goal to enhance the wellbeing of society.
Listed hereunder are such activities that happened
during the period covered in this annual report.
-
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World Refugee Day 2015 – 19 June 2015
In commemoration of World Refugee Day the Foundation facilitated a meeting between Her Excellency
the President of Malta and a number of migrant-led organizations. The aim of the meeting was to
discuss the wellbeing of the migrant population in Malta.
A number of migrant-led NGOs attended this meeting. Further to deliberations there was agreement
by those present that a migrant-led NGO platform should be established under the auspices of the
Foundation.
Since then the platform was established and has met periodically. A number of meetings with third
parties have also been facilitated. These include meetings with local trade unions representatives and
also with government mental health services. NGOs that currently form part of the platform include:
Migrant Women Association; Malta Migrants Association; Malta Migrant Network for Equality; Oromo
Community; Moroccan Community; Sudanese Community and Spark 15.
Meeting with Randy Berry, U.S. Special Envoy for the Human Rights of LGBT Persons – 23 June
2015

The President’s Foundation in collaboration with Gender Liberation hosted an event for LGBTIQ NGOs
in Malta and Gozo to meet Randy Berry, U.S. Special Envoy for the Human Rights of LGBT Persons.
A report facilitated by Gender Liberation and the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society
and was presented to the Special Envoy and to the U.S. Ambassador to Malta Ambassador Gina
Abercrombie-Winstanley. The report was prepared through consultation with LGBTIQ organisations
working in Malta and Gozo and various findings were highlighted during the meeting that happened
at San Anton Palace, Attard.
Gender Liberation is an NGO that connects, informs and empowers gender diverse individuals and
communities in Malta and Gozo.
https://www.gov.mt/en/Government/Press%20Releases/Pages/2015/June/23/pr151454.aspx
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2015-06-23/local-news/US-Special-Envoy-for-the-HumanRights-of-LGBT-persons-meets-Malta-s-LGBTIQ-at-the-President-s-Palace-6736137780
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Bürgerfest – 11 and 12 September 2015
The President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society was invited to participate in the
Burgerfest, an annual ‘citizens fest’ hosted by German President Joachim Gauck. The event
lasted two days and thousands of visitors visited the various stands in Park Schloss Bellevue
in Berlin.
The aim of the Burgerfest is to honour German citizens who have contributed through voluntary
work to the public good in Germany. It is also an opportunity to showcase social commitment
by companies, initiatives and organisations in different sectors. The various stands at the
Burgerfest were hosted by organisations through which they presented their social projects
and activities. These included youth work, community work, sports, nature protection and
heritage presentation.
Malta, via the President’s Foundation, was the only European country invited to participate in
the Burgerfest. German President Joachim Gauck visited the stand and showed keen interest
in the work of the Foundation.
The stand, hosted in a small marquee tent, featured a film clip prepared specifically for the
occasion, which clip featured the work of the Foundation and its mission. The stand also
featured the Foundation’s wellbeing tree with speech bubbles on which visitors could write
comments on their wellbeing.
The stand was managed by two core team members of the Foundation and by members of
the Maltese embassy in Berlin. The team members interacted with the visitors and explained
the work of the Foundation and answered questions pertaining to Malta and the Foundation
itself.
Visiting children were encouraged to participate in small games focusing on Malta and were
also given token presents. A number of leaflets and other information material were also
available for distribution from the stand. The Malta Tourism Authority sponsored part of the
expenses.
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Follow-up to the Alternatives to Detention report – 16 October 2015
In May 2014 a report on ‘Unaccompanied Migrant and Refugee Children: Alternatives to
Detention in Malta’ was launched following a joint mission by IOM and UNHCR. The publication
of the report was facilitated through the good offices of the Office of the President and the
President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society.
The mission’s aim was to support Malta in assessing its responsibilities relating to reception
arrangements for unaccompanied and separated children and to identify areas where
support may be required. The report included an overview of the mission and a number of
recommendations.
On the 16 October 2015 a follow-up event was organised by the President’s Foundation. The
aim was to review the progress made since the launch of the initial report that was launched
more than a year before.
The event was opened with a speech by Her Excellency the President of Malta. This was
followed by an address by Ms. Snezana Smardzic Markovic, Director General of Democracy at
the Council of Europe and by presentations by IOM, UNHCR and AWAS. A representative of the
Migrant-led NGOs Platform, an entity whose establishment was facilitated by the President’s
Foundation, was invited to share views of the progress made in relation to recommendations
made in the report and on the wellbeing situation of the migrant community in Malta.
The event was well attended by representatives from NGOs, civil society, Commissioners,
academics, students, government representatives and the general public.
Public lecture by Professor Richard Rubenstein – 16 October 2015
On the 16 October 2015 a public lecture by Professor Richard Rubenstein on the ‘The European
Migration Crisis: The search for causes and cures’ was organised by the President’s Foundation
for the Wellbeing of Society. Professor Rubenstein is an expert on American foreign policy,
religious conflict, terrorism, and methods of resolving serious international and domestic
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disputes. He has considerable experience of the European and Mediterranean regions and he
regularly lectures for the Mediterranean Academy of Diplomatic Studies at the University of
Malta on behalf of the School for Conflict Analysis and Resolution, George Mason University,
Washington.
Launch of the UN’s HeforShe campaign – 3 October 2015
The HeForShe campaign was launched in Malta during the 2015 Notte Bianca in Valletta.
Coordinated locally by the President’s Foundation the campaign promotes a culture of gender
equality. It will convey a number of messages aimed at promoting equality. These include the
notion that equality is a fundamental right; that equality is not a question that only affects
women; and that equality is in fact a question of human rights that affects everyone.
HeForShe is a campaign championed by UN Women. It main objective is to invite people from
around the world to stand together to create a bold, visible force for gender equality.
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2015-10-04/local-news/President-launches-UN-sHeforShe-campaign-during-Notte-Bianca-to-promote-gender-equality-6736143053
National Conference on Wellbeing - 20 October 2015
The first National Conference on Wellbeing was organised in Malta on the 20 October 2015
by the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society and The Economics Department
of the University of Malta. The conference, held at Verdala Palace in Rabat, was entitled ‘The
determinants of wellbeing, insights from research and implications for Malta’.
The conference discussed key findings on quantitative studies in economics; psychology
and sociology of happiness; wellbeing; quality of life; life satisfaction and related concepts.
Targeting policy-makers, voluntary organisations, politicians, academics and journalists the
conference was a great opportunity to discussion the relevance and implications of these
findings for Malta.
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The keynote speakers at the conference included Professor Liam Delaney, Professor of
Economics at the University of Stirling and Dr Marie Briguglio, a resident academic in the
Economics Department of the University of Malta and the Chairperson of the Community
Forum within the President of Malta’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society.
The conference was opened by Her Excellency the President of Malta. In Her speech Her
Excellency noted that all over the world policy makers are still grappling with how to chart the
progress of wellbeing. She noted that while GDP can calculate economic information, it cannot,
for example, calculate work-life balance, environmental relations or capture the distribution
of income. She also noted that research has found that unemployment, health, environment
and culture are all wellbeing determinants. Dr Philip von Brockdorff, Head of the Economics
Department within the University of Malta, delivered the closing remarks of the conference.
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2015-10-20/local-news/How-can-countriesmeasure-wellbeing-First-national-conference-on-the-wellbeing-of-society-6736143901
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National Conference on Children’s Wellbeing – 23 October 2015
The first National Conference on Wellbeing was organised in Malta on the 23 October 2015
by the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society and the Centre for Resilience
and Socio-Emotional Health. The conference, held at Verdala Palace in Rabat, was entitled
‘Bullying: The Child’s Perspective’.
The conference included a number of experts on the issue of bullying that shared current
research on bullying. The conference was also an example of good practice of mainstreaming
child participation, and innovatively eliciting the perspectives of children on this complex
phenomenon. The target audience of the conference was professionals working directly with
children with discussions focusing on what constitutes bullying, and the responses which are
effective from the child’s perspective.
Keynote speakers included: Prof Phillip Slee - Professor in Human Development in the School
of Education who is a trained teacher and registered psychologist. He is also Director of the
Student Wellbeing and Prevention of Violence Research Centre at Flinders University; Dr. Paul
Downes - Director of the Educational Disadvantage Centre and Senior Lecturer in Education
(Psychology) at St. Patrick’s College, Dublin City University, Ireland; Prof Mark G. Borg Professor of Educational Psychology at the University of Malta’s Department of Educational
Studies and Prof Carmel Cefai - Director of the Centre for Resilience and Socio-Emotional
Health, and Head of the Department of Psychology, at the University of Malta.
The conference also included video and poster presentations on Children’s Perspectives on
Bullying, facilitated by the National Institute of Childhood and the Children’s Forum within
the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society; a number of presentations and panel
discussions.
The conference was followed by a public lecture entitled ‘Bullying behind the scene and
behind the screens: A challenge for parents, students, and teachers’ delivered by Prof Phillip
Slee, Ms Elizabeth Slee and Dr Grace Skrzypiec from the Wellbeing and Prevention of Violence
Research Centre at Flinders University.
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http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2015-10-13/local-news/Conference-on-bullying-tobe-organised-by-President-s-Well-being-Foundation-6736143535
Research study on Problematic Internet Use in Malta – 28 October 2015
On the 28 October 2015, the National Centre for Freedom from Addictions within the
President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society launched their research study entitled
‘Problematic Internet Use in Malta Amongst Young People Aged between 18-30 Years: A
Quantitative Study’.
The study addresses the fact that locally, estimates of Problematic Internet Use amongst the
Maltese population have remained largely unknown. This research study is a first attempt to
explore the prevalence of Problematic Internet Use and related socio-demographic variables
among a representative sample of young people in Malta aged between 18-30 years.

•

To assess the prevalence of Problematic
Internet Use amongst young Maltese
people;

•

To explore the relationship between
Problematic Internet Use and a number of
socio-demographic variables, namely age,
gender, district of residence, educational
status successfully completed, labour status,
type of occupation, and relationship/
marital status;

•

To contribute to international empirical
research in the last decade and provide data
that can be used to further understand the
phenomenon of Problematic Internet Use
and its related variables.

The study had
three aims namely:
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The launch event of the study happened at Verdala Palace in Rabat and was opened with an
intervention by Her Excellency the President of Malta. Prof Marilyn Clark, an expert within
the National Centre for Freedom from Addictions spoke about behavioural addictions beyond
substance abuse. Mr Glen Fenech from the Malta Communications Authority spoke about the
reach of the internet in Malta. Dr Anna Maria Vella, Chair of the National Centre for Freedom
from Addictions presented the study and its findings. The event ended with an interesting
discussion whereby a number of related questions and issues were raised by those present.
http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20151028/local/third-of-maltese-youthsexposed-to-excessive-internet-use-study.589907
World Children’s Day 2015 event – 18/19 November 2015
The President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society in collaboration with the Office of the
Commissioner for Children organised a World Children’s Day event on 18 November, which
event was repeated on the 19 November so to include as many children as possible from
State, Church and Independent Schools.
The focus of the event was the promotion of healthy relationships, both at the home as well
as amongst peers. The event took place at the Verdala Palace in Rabat and started off with
breakfast which was followed by a discussion on Healthy Relationships. A sports activity was
then held followed by craft sessions.
Accompanying adults were invited to join a special programme on the importance of internet
safety, which programme ran in parallel with the children’s event.
Her Excellency the President of Malta met the children. The Hon Dr Michael Farrugia; the Hon.
Dr Deborah Schembri and the Hon. Mr Robert Cutajar attended the event.
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Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting - CHOGM2015 – November 2015
The President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society was involved in various capacities in
the preparations for CHOGM2015 and also in the actual meeting.
Commonwealth People’s Forum
The Commonwealth People’s Forum brings together civil society representatives to debate
important issues facing the people of the Commonwealth. It is the single biggest opportunity
for civil society to engage with Commonwealth leaders and provides an arena for civil society
to establish partnerships with both the public and private sector.
During the initial stages of preparations the President’s Foundation worked together with the
CHOGM task force in developing the concepts behind the Commonwealth People’s Forum
and was also crucial in securing the eventual participation of Dr Vandana Shiva.
Dr Farrugia, Director General of the Foundation, was invited to chair one of the main sessions
of the Commonwealth People’s Forum. That session focused on ‘Building resilient health
systems for an ageing population’ and focused on building resilient health systems that impact
on ageing populations and promote wellbeing.
A Voice for the Commonwealth Child
The President’s Foundation hosted an event entitled ‘A Voice for the Commonwealth Child’,
which event had the overarching objective to share the idea of a ‘Child Forum’ as part of future
Commonwealth Heads of Government meetings. The event was part of the official CHOGM
programme and was held at the Radisson Golden Sands Resort.
The event, open for Heads of Government, included a story told in traditional shadow puppetry
together with a performance by young child actors representing three main children’s concerns:
diversity and inclusion, environment and anti-bullying.
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A children’s declaration was read at the end in the presence of those present including the
Maltese and Canadian Prime Ministers together with other dignitaries attending the event.
The President’s Foundation believes that future CHOGM meetings should feature a Child
Forum, similar to the other fora that already exist, that will focus on children and their rights in
the Commonwealth and beyond.
A Statistical Analysis on Early School Leaving and Wellbeing – 3 December 2015
On the 3 December 2015, the National Observatory for Living with Dignity, as part of the
President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society, launched a meta-analysis of local,
European and international data on early school-leaving and wellbeing. The analysis, entitled
‘Early School Leaving and Wellbeing in Malta and Beyond: A Statistical Analysis’, yielded
several trends associated with early school-leaving.
In its first research publication, the National Observatory for Living with Dignity took the initial
steps towards addressing one particular facet of social exclusion—that of early school-leaving.
The publication aims at informing and spurring on further policy-making and academic debate
in this area, by means of its examination of the fundamental and inextricable links between
early school-leaving and well-being.
The publication was launched during an event held at San Anton Palace in Attard, which event
was opened by Her Excellency the President of Malta. This was followed by a presentation on
‘Early School Leaving in Malta: Some Considerations from and for Policy Making’ by Dr Mario
Cardona, Director for Lifelong Learning and Early School Leavers and a presentation on the
statistical analysis itself by Prof. Carmel Borg (Chairperson of the National Observatory for
Living with Dignity) and Dr. Milosh Raykov (Independent Researcher). The event concluded
with questions and a floor discussion.  
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2015-12-03/local-news/Study-shows-that-Malta-srate-of-early-school-leavers-stands-at-20-4-6736149812
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Public lecture on Mental Wellbeing – 4 December 2015
The President’s Foundation in collaboration with Narrative Structures and the Malta
Neuroscience Network organised a lecture on mental wellbeing entitled ‘Mental Wellbeing:
Understanding Others’.  The keynote address was delivered by Professor Giacomo Rizzolatti,
a world leading neuroscientist, Professor Emeritus in psychology at the University of Parma
and Director of the ‘Social and Motor Cognition Centre’ at the Italian Institute of Technology.
The lecture was held at the Presidential Palace in Valletta.
http://www.esteri.it/mae/en/sala_stampa/archivionotizie/approfondimenti/2015/12/lavalletta-neuroscienze-il-professor.html
http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20151204/local/scientist-prepares-for-somepainful-lessons.594462
Roundtable discussion on Drug Driving – 9 December 2015
The National Centre for Freedom from Addictions, within the President’s Foundation for the
Wellbeing of Society, held a Roundtable Discussion on Drug Driving at San Anton Palace on
Wednesday 9th December 2015.
The event brought stakeholders together to discuss the issue of driving under the influence
of drugs, and included a presentation on related UK policy by Prof Kim Wolff (Professor of
Addiction Science, Kings College, London), and a presentation from the National Centre for
Freedom from Addictions itself.
The presentation by the Centre focused on policy and legislation in the field of Drug Driving
both in Malta and the EU. A set of recommendations were put forward, taking into account
the challenges and opportunities that have been highlighted in the literature.
Her Excellency the President of Malta closed the discussion by reflecting on the importance of
having relevant stakeholders come together in order to identify potential ways of collaboration.
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She expressed satisfaction at the mutual willingness of those present to develop this work
further, so that there can be a holistic approach towards addressing this issue, which had never
before been placed on the national agenda.
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2015-12-09/local-news/President-Coleiro-Precaaddresses-a-Round-Table-Discussion-on-Drug-Driving-6736150183
Public lecture on negotiating deep differences while pursuing peace – 15 January 2016
The President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society organised a public lecture entitled
‘Strong language: Negotiating deep differences while pursuing peace’. The talk was delivered
by Professor Susan Hirsch, a Professor at the School for Conflict Analysis and Resolution
at George Mason University, where she specializes in legal anthropology. She is currently a
Fulbright Lecturer in the Law Faculty of the University of Malta, where she is also affiliated with
the Mediterranean Academy of Diplomatic Studies.
Professor Hirsch said that research experiences convince her that strong language in its
negative sense makes it difficult for people to talk about the issues that matter to them and
that divide them. She said that we need to be more mindful of the language we use to discuss
our deep differences in public, especially if we want to avoid marginalising or silencing some
individuals or groups.
A number of Ambassadors and special guests participated in the event, which was very
well attended. An interesting discussion followed the lecture. The event was held at the
Grandmasters’ Hall at San Anton Palace.
http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20160113/social/Lecture-by-Susan-Hirsch-at-SanAnton-Palace.598574
http://scar.gmu.edu/event/strong-language-negotiating-deep-differences-while-promotingpeace
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Holocaust Memorial Day - 27 January 2016
On the 27 January 2016 the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society in collaboration
with the Italian Embassy in Malta organised a Holocaust Memorial Day at the Verdala Palace
in Rabat.
The event welcomed students from post-secondary schools in Malta and Italy. The students
participated in workshops that focused on a number of themes including Interfaith and
intercultural dialogue; Verbal violence and social media; Symbols and images; Discrimination
and human rights and Memory and education. The workshops were facilitated by local and
international experts on the subjects.
The students were joined by HE Giovanni Umberto Di Vito, Ambassador of Italy; by the
Director of the Italian Institute of Culture Dr Salvatore Schirmo; by Prof Anna Piperno from
the Fondazione della Shoa Roma; by Dr Ruth Farrugia, Director General of the President’s
Foundation and by Yiftach Ashkenazy – Representative of International School for Holocaust
Studies of the Yad Vashem Museum in Jerusalem.
The workshops were followed by a commemorative ceremony with the participation of Her
Excellency the President of Malta, ambassadors and distinguished guests. The commemorative
ceremony started with the reading of a poem by Primo Levi, which preceded a performance of
songs on the violin and the screening of a video on the holocaust. A candle lighting ceremony
and a moment of silence marked the end of the event.
In Her intervention, Her Excellency the President of Malta noted that the International
Holocaust Memorial Day remains important because it reminds us of the need to replace
strategies of exclusion with processes of peace. Her Excellency urged the students to refrain
from being silent and to use their knowledge as a shield from untruths of extremists and
opportunist. She encouraged them to interrupt cycles of hatred and violence and to replace
them with a message of peace.
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A study on Sustaining Relationships – 5 February 2016
The National Centre for Family Research within the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing
of Society presented its first study entitled ‘Sustaining Relationships: Couples and Singles in a
Changing Society’.
This nationwide study sought to understand life and relationship satisfaction in the context
of diverse life situations in our country. This study is particularly relevant given the advent of
the second demographic transition on the Maltese islands, characterized by rapid social and
cultural change and increasing diversity. The research has implications on parenting and family
life in the 21st century and adds to the existing local and international body of knowledge on
what promotes or hinders wellbeing in the family.
The event was opened by Her Excellency the President of Malta, followed by the presentation
of findings and then with questions from the floor. The event continued with a panel discussion
that included the participation of Ms Ingrid Grech Lanfranco; Dr Clarissa Sammut Scerri; Ms
Mary Anne Agius and Mr Anthony Gatt. Reflections by Mr Pierre Cachia from the Tavistock
Centre for Couple Relationships (UK) concluded the event.
Public lecture on the everyday life of couples – 5 February 2016
The President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society organised a public lecture entitled
‘The Everyday Life of Couples’. This lecture was delivered by Mr Pierre Cachia, the Head of
Clinical Services at the Tavistock Centre for Couple Relationships in London.
This talk focused on the ideas developed at the Tavistock Centre for Couple Relationships in
supporting couples looking to overcome difficulties and create a shared life that is sustaining
of joy and wellbeing. Drawing on clinical work with couples and examining ordinary life
experiences, Mr Pierre Cachia spoke on how couples come to develop a greater capacity to
enjoy a shared life.
The public lecture was held at the Verdala Palace in Rabat.
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Women’s Day 2016 events – 5 and 8 March 2016
The President’s Foundation organised two events to celebrate Women’s Day 2016. The first
event was held on the 5 March at St James Cavalier in Valletta. The event was opened by Her
Excellency the President of Malta, followed by a preview of the dance production ‘Stripping
Man’. This dance production was directed by Felix Busuttil and explored the local perceptions
on the male gender identity.
The event then continued with a panel discussion entitled ‘Step it up for Gender Equality’,
which discussion was chaired by Brenda Murphy and was held with the participation of Felix
Busuttil; Lou Ghirlando and George Douglas Saliba.
A presentation on ‘The visual representation of the female body’ was then delivered by
Alexander Debono and a subsequent discussion chaired by Mary-Grace Vella. A second
presentation, this time focusing on ‘Women and literature’ was given by Clare Azzopardi and
a subsequent discussion was chaired by Marceline Naudi.
The event ended with a concluding plenary by Ruth Farrugia, Director General of the President’s
Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society and Carmel Borg, Chairperson of the National
Observatory for Living with Dignity, President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society.
The second Women’s Day event was held on the 8 March 2016 at the University of Malta.
Following an opening note by Her Excellency the President of Malta, a screening of the movie
‘Suffragette’ followed. ‘Suffragette’ is a 2015 British historical period drama film about women’s
suffrage in the United Kingdom, directed by Sarah Gavron and written by Abi Morgan. A
presentation and discussion was then led by Prof Gloria Lauri Lucente with participants actively
discussing a number of themes related to the movie and to women’s rights.
Launch of the Publication ‘Cloistered Spaces’ – 29 March 2016
On the 29th March 2016, the National Hub for Ethnobotanical Research launched ‘Cloistered
Spaces: A Journey through Sacred Gardens in the Maltese Islands’, at Verdala Palace in Rabat.
‘Cloistered Spaces’ takes a creative look at how religious communities integrate gardens in
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everyday life. These garden spaces have a spiritual significance, but they are also functional
spaces where food is produced, medicines discovered, and textiles produced. The publication
invites the public to reimagine how our urban spaces may become more sustainable and
inclusive of botanical life.
The text explores the cultural use of gardens and plants within monasteries, and their
communities, inviting readers to revisit these folk practices, many of which risk being entirely
lost and forgotten, using an ethnobotanical lens. The publication hopes to further inspire faith
communities to bring these traditions back to life.
In Her closing statement, Her Excellency the President of Malta, noted that unfortunately,
many people no longer have easy access to green and healthy spaces. She acknowledged the
worrying environmental hazards being faced, both nationally and on a global scale.
Her Excellency remarked that ‘Cloistered Spaces’ brought together, in one place and for the
first time, a selection of narratives that explore the relationships between religious communities
in Malta and Gozo, and their natural environments.

She explained that “the book presents the
environmental heritage of our islands through the
eyes, and in the language, of faith. The publication
asks us to pause and reflect on this heritage, and to
ask pertinent questions as we move forward, beyond
the book’s popular treatment, into deeper areas of
reflection and discussion.”

http://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/63516/plants_are_not_separate_from_our_
daily_joys_and_anxieties__national_ethnobotanic_hub
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The President’s Secret Garden – 2016 edition – Launched 2 April 2016
Over three thousand children took part in the first edition of The President’s Secret Garden
held in 2015. Due to its resounding success a second edition was launched in 2016, which
edition was based on the same successful methodology employed originally together with a
number of improvements and innovations.
The second edition of the Secret Garden was officially launched on the 2 April 2016, and
activities started on the 8th of April 2016. The new activities provided a new platform
through which children of all ages were able to participate with new spaces for education and
empowerment.
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This edition of the President’s Secret Garden offered a wider spectrum of activities, aimed at
reaching a larger number of children. For the second consecutive year, activities took place on
Saturday, with other activities within the Children’s Hub taking place on Friday. The President’s
Foundation also organised The President’s Secret Garden in Gozo on a monthly basis.
This year a new activity was introduced entitled ‘Science in the Garden’. Developed from an
existing project, Science in the City, the aim of this activity was that of promoting science
to the general public including children. With the help of the University of Malta’s sciences
students’ organisation (S-Cubed), Foundation volunteers were trained to teach children about
the beauty of science and scientific knowledge.
The Drama Unit (Education Department) was responsible for an innovative intergenerational
activity which explored and reinforced respectful relationships between older and younger
generations. The activity focused on the participation of children and the elderly through
drama, by creating a theatrical performance that featured both children and older persons.
This year’s activities continued to promote a healthy and balanced lifestyle. Children were
encouraged to take part in exercises that contributed to increase their awareness of
sustainability, and healthy lifestyles and fitness.
Another innovative activity this year was “Fuq is-Sufan Ma’! / On the Sofa With!”, where children
met Ambassadors and High Commissioners. This activity provided a unique opportunity for
children to learn about other countries and children living there. Children were also encouraged
to paint, take pictures, and make videos of these meetings. They also had the opportunity to
showcase their creations by uploading their videos on the Foundation’s website.
Another President’s Secret Garden activity was Recycling Resources, which promoted
environmental awareness through creativity and innovation. Other activities included skillbased learning in the craft of Weaving and Book-Making. An activity entitled ‘Play it Fair’
focused on Human Rights education, by addressing important issues such as respect, inclusion,
diversity, and cooperation in the context of games. The Foundation also introduced a new
programme ‘Train the Trainer’ for volunteer education and skill building,
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More information on the Secret Garden activities
Activity: Read with Me / Target age group: 0 – 3 years (with parents)
This programme catered for children aged 0 to 3 years and their parents/ caregivers.
The one-hour free session included the sharing of stories from books, singing of
nursery rhymes, and other fun activities for this age group. The sessions supported
the development of reading and other literacy abilities.
Activity: The Magic of Stories / Target age group: 4 – 6 years (with parents)
This programme was organised for children aged 4 – 6 years. The one hour free
session included the sharing of stories from books, singing of nursery rhymes and
other fun activities for this age group. The main objective of the programme is to
promote the love of books and to develop the child’s imagination through fun and
stimulating activities.
Activity: Fuq is-Sufan Ma’ / On the Sofa With!” / Target age group: 6 – 12 year old
On a weekly basis, the Foundation hosted various international Ambassadors and
High Commissioners. This was an excellent opportunity for children to learn more
about other countries and also about children who live there. Children were also
encouraged to paint, take pictures and make videos of these meetings. Children
also had the opportunity to upload their videos and showcase their creations on
the Foundation’s Website.
In preparation for this activity schools were encouraged to identify: 5 children
[From the primary schools] to carry out the interview with the Ambassadors and
High Commissioners; 5 children [from the primary schools] to write the Blog on
The President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society Web Site; 2 to 3 children
[from the middle schools / Forms 1 and 2] to paint / draw a portrait.  
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Activity: Weaving the Colours of Wellbeing / Target age group: 7 – 11 years
This activity focused on weaving; the ancient art of forming fabric by interlacing
at right angles two or more set of threads. One of the many wonderful things
about weaving is that it can be adapted for any project from handmade bags, rugs,
decorative or artistic design.
Activity: Play it Fair! / Target age group: 6 – 8 years
Human Rights are fundamental rights that belong to every person simply because
he/she is a human being.   Human rights are based on the principle that every
human being is born equal in dignity and rights. This activity promoted human
rights, non-discrimination and peaceful conflict resolution in an informal way. This
activity promotes the integration of human rights values into their attitudes and
behaviour.
Activity: The Book of Wellbeing / Target age group: 5 – 8 years olds
During this activity children created, planned, wrote, illustrated and designed
their own book of wellbeing. This book contains impressions, reflections, images,
dreams and ideas related to the concept of wellbeing as experienced by children.
This activity was followed by an interactive discussion/consultation with the children
about wellbeing exploring the following (i) What is wellbeing? (ii) My wellbeing is
.... (iii) I can bring wellbeing in the world by ....
These books will be incorporated in the Children’s Library of the Children’s Hub
and forms part of a subsequent publication to be shared with newborn infants and
their parents through the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society.
The 2016 Secret Garden ran from April 2016 until June 2016 welcoming hundreds
of children for its activities each month.
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Training on championing women’s rights by Dr Flood – 6 April 2016
The President’s Foundation in collaboration with the Australian High Commission in
Malta organised a training session for the local HeForShe champions. The training
was led by Dr Flood, an Australian senior lecturer in sociology and researcher in the
fields of gender, sexuality and interpersonal violence. Dr Flood spoke about the
role of men in ending violence against women and also guided the discussion on
how men can become involved in championing women’s rights. One of the most
interesting discussions during the workshop revolved around how we can become
active and involved bystanders and on the need to challenge social norms which
sustain men’s violence against women.
The training was kindly hosted by the Australian High Commission at the official
residence.
HeForShe is a solidarity campaign for gender equality initiated by UN women.
Its goal is to engage men and boys as agents of change for the achievement of
gender equality and women’s rights, by encouraging them to take action against
inequalities faced by women and girls.
Roundtable discussion on responding to domestic violence – 7 April 2016
The President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society in collaboration with
the Australian High Commission in Malta hosted a closed door discussion on
responding to domestic violence. This meeting was attended by stakeholders,
service providers and related entities who discussed domestic violence in Malta.
Various policy recommendations were made on how to address the issues behind
domestic violence. These shall be compiled and presented to the relevant policy
makers for their consideration.
Dr Michael Flood, an Australian senior lecturer in sociology and researcher in the
fields of gender, sexuality and interpersonal violence was invited to participate in
today’s discussion.
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The discussion was chaired by Ms Nora Macelli, Chief Executive Officer of the
St Jeanne Antide Foundation. Her Excellency the President of Malta and Her
Excellency the Australian High Commissioner, also participated in the roundtable
discussion.
Her Excellency Marie-Louise Coleiro Preca highlighted that:   ‘Violence against
women and children demands our strongest action. We must recognise that it is
a manifestation of a radical disorientation in society, which gives rise to gender
inequality and structural gender-based discrimination. It is the poisoned fruit of
an inherently violent system of oppression, rooted in the enforcement of a gender
binary that dictates the roles and realities of people of all genders, of adults and
children, with particularly devastating repercussions for countless women and
girls.’
The event was held at San Anton Palace, Attard.
Public Workshop on the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) – 22 April 2016
On the 22nd April 2016, the National Observatory for Living with Dignity, within
the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society, held a public workshop on
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), encouraging dialogue on the SDGs on
a national level.
Her Excellency the President of Malta opened the event, highlighting how
inclusiveness lies at the very heart of the global goals. Her Excellency the President
emphasized that there must be shared ownership of the goals, as an urgent and
ambitious plan which can only work insofar as it is a plan for everyone, and with
everyone. The event itself was Powered by PechaKucha, through which speakers
had the opportunity to briefly present each of the 17 SDGs in a concise and
creative manner, aiming to instigate further discussion on how progress towards
the SDGs is being achieved, in Malta and beyond. PechaKucha is a presentation
format where 20 images are shown, each for a duration of 20 seconds. The images
advance automatically and the speakers talk along to the images.
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The President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society works to keep the
Sustainable Development Goals at the heart of all that it does. Achieving the
Global Goals goes hand in hand with ensuring meaningful wellbeing, so that each
person may flourish within a world that offers dignity to all.
The SDGs – In September 2015, world leaders adopted the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development, which includes a set of 17 Sustainable Development
Goals to end poverty, fight injustice and inequality, and combat climate change by
2030. The SDGs are intended to structure the policies and agendas of the United
Nations’ member states for the next 15 years.
National Coeliac Awareness Public Lecture - 23 April 2016
To mark the 2016 National Coeliac Day the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing
of Society, in collaboration with Narrative Structures, organised a public lecture
entitled ‘Gluten Free for Everyone’.
The Lecture was delivered by Dr Chris Mulder, a leading expert on coeliac disease.
The lecture aimed to inform and empower coeliac disease sufferers and their
families by raising awareness about the issue. Dr Chris Mulder is Professor of
Gastroenterology at the VU University Medical Centre Amsterdam.
Her Excellency Marie-Louise Coleiro Preca opened the event noting that it is
unacceptable that coeliacs are still feeling isolated and confused after receiving
their diagnosis in this day and age. She added that we all have a part to play to
transmit a message of positivity, courage and solidarity.
The event was held at the Palace, Valletta. This was the second year the President’s
Foundation was organising an event to mark National Coeliac Day.
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2016-04-24/local-news/President-ofMalta-addresses-conference-for-National-Coeliac-Awareness-Day-appeals-forsolidarity-6736156815
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Talk for medical professionals on coeliac disease – 22 April 2016
A talk for medical professionals on the follow up of coeliac disease and gluten
related disorders was organised by the President’s Foundation and Narrative
Structures. The talk was given by Prof Chris Mulder, a leading expert on coeliac
disease and a Professor of Gastroenterology at the VU University Medical Centre
Amsterdam.
The talk was followed by a question and answer session and the event ended with
refreshments.
Study on drug driving legislation – 19 May 2016
On 19 May 2016 the National Centre for Freedom from Addictions within the
President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society launched a study entitled
‘Exploring drug driving legislation in Malta in the context of the European
landscape’.
The study, the second by the National Centre for Freedom from Addictions, was
launched at the Presidential Palace in Valletta. Her Excellency the President of Malta
opened the event. The study was presented by Dr Anna Vella, Chair of the National
Centre for Freedom from Addictions and the recommendations were then shared and
explained by Dr Anna Vella Chair; Dr Claire Bellia; Prof Janet Mifsud; Prof Marilyn Clark
and Dr Mario Mifsud.
The event ended with a floor discussion and was closed by Dr Ruth Farrugia, Director
General of the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society.
Information about the study
In early 2015, the Maltese Government introduced the Drug Dependence (Treatment
not Imprisonment) Act, the purpose of which was to provide a framework to tackle the
personal possession of small quantities of prohibited drugs through the administration
of fines, treatment and rehabilitation.
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To provide a timely response to the new Maltese legislation, the Centre embarked on a
research project to gain a better understanding of the status of drug-driving policies across
the EU, with particular reference to a few Member States including Belgium, Norway,
the United Kingdom and France. A comparison was then drawn between approaches to
counter drug-driving in these countries and the situation on a National level.
The analysis was structured in a systematic way, focusing on four main areas of the policymaking and policy-implementation processes: scientific evidence; policies and legislation;
enforcement; and sanctioning.  A set of ten recommendations, specifically related to these
four areas, was developed for consideration by Maltese authorities and stakeholders.
Copies of the study are available from the Foundation’s offices and are available for
download from the Foundation’s web portal.
Media coverage of the event http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2016-05-19/localnews/National-Centre-for-Freedom-from-Addictions-gives-recommendations-on-drugdriving-6736158096
Launch of ‘The Little Stars Library’ – 30 May 2016
The idea of a library for children originated from children themselves. They
suggested this initiative on a number of occasions during activities held by the
Foundation. The Foundation took on board this suggestion and with the support
of Her Excellency the President launched a children’s library called ‘The little Stars
Library’.
This library is in fact the first library of its kind, whereby the library furniture is mobile
and can be located in different locations in the Presidential gardens. Furthermore
children can take home books they like from the library thus providing them with
an opportunity to own and keep books they like.
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The little stars library focused on introducing children to the wonders of the
natural world through reading. The garden provided an outdoor connecting space;
connecting children with the environment and to the world of reading. It also
aimed to empower children in becoming better readers with an openness towards
diverse cultures and languages.
The children’s books for the library were mostly donated by the general public
following a public appeal on the local media. The library ran with the help of staff
and volunteers from May 2016 until January 2017 and in the process welcomed
hundreds of children. There are plans for the library to be included in future editions
of the President’s Secret Garden.
The little starts library was launched by Her Excellency the President of Malta on
30 May 2016. Her Excellency spoke with the children present and read them a
story from one of the library books. The children present shared their thoughts and
their stories and also had the chance to meet the authors of a number of Maltese
children’s books that were present at the launch.
http://www.tvm.com.mt/mt/news/il-president-theggeg-il-qari-waqt-it-tnedija-tallibrerija-little-stars/
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The President’s Foundation
in the press and on
other online portals
30th May, 2016

TVM: Launch of ‘The little stars library’

This article is about the launch of ‘The Little Stars Library’.
http://www.tvm.com.mt/mt/news/il-president-theggeg-il-qari-waqt-it-tnedija-tal-librerijalittle-stars/68582c1d-3e6e-4afc-8615-c38465f52c73/
19th May, 2016

Independent: ‘National Centre for Freedom from Addictions gives
recommendations on drug-driving’

An article featuring recommendations with regards to drug driving, which recommendations
were made by the National Centre for Freedom of Addictions, an entity within the
Foundation.
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2016-05-19/local-news/National-Centre-forFreedom-from-Addictions-gives-recommendations-on-drug-driving-6736158096
2nd May, 2016

President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society: ‘Events in May’

This link features a list of events organised by the Foundation during the month of May 2016.
https://www.um.edu.mt/newspoint/events/happeninginmalta/2016/05/
mayeventsypresidentsfoundationforthewellbeingofsociety
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24th April, 2016

Independent: ‘President of Malta addresses conference for
National Coeliac Awareness Day, appeals for solidarity’

This article covers the conference organized on the occasion of the National Coeliac
Awareness Day.
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2016-04-24/local-news/President-of-Maltaaddresses-conference-for-National-Coeliac-Awareness-Day-appeals-for-solidarity-6736156815
13th April, 2016

Times of Malta: ‘Men best at talking men out of domestic Violence’

This article is about Australian expert Michael Flood and his visit to Malta. The visit was
part of the Australian High Commission’s Public Diplomacy programme, which included
the collaboration with the Men Against Violence NGO, the President’s Foundation for the
Wellbeing of Society and the University of Malta.
http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20160413/local/men-best-at-talking-men-out-ofdomestic-violence.608577
11th April, 2016: Malta Winds

‘The President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society in collaboration

with the Australian High Commission in Malta hosted a discussion on responding
to domestic violence’

An article about a roundtable discussion on responding to domestic violence organized by
the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society in collaboration with the Australian
High Commission in Malta.
http://maltawinds.com/2016/04/11/presidents-foundation-wellbeing-society-collaborationaustralian-high-commission-malta-hosted-discussion-responding-domestic-violence/
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31st March, 2016

Times of Malta: ‘President’s Magical Secret Garden’

This article features the opening of the second year edition of the President’s Secret Garden.
http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20160331/social/President-s-Magical-SecretGarden.607340
29th March, 2016

Malta Today: ‘Plants are not separate from our daily joys and anxieties’

An article about the book launch of ‘Cloistered Spaces’ by the National Hub for
Ethnobotanical Research.
http://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/63516/plants_are_not_separate_from_our_
daily_joys_and_anxieties__national_ethnobotanic_hub
5th March, 2016

Independent: ‘Equal participation of women in social,
political and economic arena is fundamental’

This article is about the Women’s Day celebration event that was organized by the
President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society.
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2016-03-05/local-news/Equal-participation-ofwomen-in-social-political-and-economic-arena-is-fundamental-President-6736154411
12th February, 2016

Independent: ‘Only by showing solidarity can we appreciate
benefits of multiculturalism – President’

Her Excellency the President on the main aims behind the setting up the President’s
Foundation.
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2016-02-12/local-news/Only-by-showing-solidaritycan-we-appreciate-benefits-of-multiculturalism-President-6736153216
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9th December, 2015

Independent: ‘President Coleiro Preca addresses a Round Table Discussion on Drug
Driving’

This article covers the roundtable discussion on Drug Driving organised by the National
Centre for Freedom from Addictions, an entity within the President’s Foundation.
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2015-12-09/local-news/President-Coleiro-Precaaddresses-a-Round-Table-Discussion-on-Drug-Driving-6736150183
3th December, 2015

Independent: ‘Study Shows that Malta’s Rate of early school-leavers stands at 20.4%’

The article speaks about the launch of a study focusing on local, European and international
data on early school-leaving and wellbeing by the National Observatory for Living with
Dignity, an entity within the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society.
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2015-12-03/local-news/Study-shows-that-Malta-srate-of-early-school-leavers-stands-at-20-4-6736149812
20th November, 2015

The Guardian: ‘The Maltese melting pot’ – Exposure of the Presidents Foundation for
the Wellbeing of Society on ‘The Guardian’

The article features an interview with Her Excellency the President making reference to the
President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society.
https://www.theguardian.com/the-report-company/2015/nov/20/the-maltese-melting-pot
5th November, 2015

Times of Malta: ‘MPs recommend lowering age of sexual consent to 16’

The Foundation was mentioned in view of the recommendations made by its National
Institute for Childhood during the debate on lowering of the age of sexual consent.
http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20151105/local/mps-recommend-lowering-ageof-sexual-consent-to-16.590960
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28th October, 2015

Times of Malta: ‘Third of Maltese youths exposed to ‘excessive Internet use’

An article on a quantitative study on internet use conducted by the National Centre for
Freedom from Addiction within the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society.
http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20151028/local/third-of-maltese-youthsexposed-to-excessive-internet-use-study.589907
24th October, 2015

Times of Malta: ‘A fifth of Form 1 Maltese students are badly bullied’

An article making reference to the national conference on bullying organised by the
President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society.
http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20151024/local/a-fifth-of-form-1-maltesestudents-are-badly-bullied.589365
20th October, 2015

Independent: ‘How can countries measure social wellbeing? – First national conference
on the wellbeing of society’

An article making reference to the first national conference on wellbeing and its proceedings.
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2015-10-20/local-news/How-can-countriesmeasure-wellbeing-First-national-conference-on-the-wellbeing-of-society-6736143901
13th October, 2015

Independent: ‘Anti-bullying conference to be organised by President’s Wellbeing
Foundation’

This article makes reference to the conference on bullying organized by the President’s
Foundation.
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2015-10-13/local-news/Conference-on-bullying-tobe-organised-by-President-s-Well-being-Foundation-6736143535
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4th October, 2015

Independent: ‘President launches UN’s HeforShe campaign during Notte Bianca;
promotes gender equality’

This article focuses on the launch of the UN’s HeforShe campaign.
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2015-10-04/local-news/President-launches-UN-sHeforShe-campaign-during-Notte-Bianca-to-promote-gender-equality-6736143053
25th June, 2015

TVM news: ‘Office of President’s Foundation of Wellbeing of Society inaugurated’

This article is about the inauguration of the Foundation’s new offices at San Anton Palace.
http://www.tvm.com.mt/en/news/office-of-presidents-foundation-for-wellbeing-of-societyinaugurated/
23rd June, 2015

Independent: ‘US Special Envoy for the Human Rights of LGBT persons meets Malta’s
LGBTIQ at the President’s Palace’

An article about an event hosted by the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society
and organised in collaboration with Gender Liberation, during which event LGBTIQ NGOs
met Randy Berry, the U.S. Special Envoy for the Human of the Rights of LGBT persons.
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2015-06-23/local-news/US-Special-Envoyfor-the-Human-Rights-of-LGBT-persons-meets-Malta-s-LGBTIQ-at-the-President-sPalace-6736137780
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Publications by the
President’s Foundation
Published between June 2015 and May 2016
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1. Publication title National Observatory for Living with Dignity Early School Leaving and Wellbeing in Malta and Beyond - A Statistical Analysis
2. Publication title National Centre for Family Research Sustaining Relationships: Couples and Singles in a Changing Society:
A Quantitative Study
3. Publication title National Hub for Ethnobotanical Research - Cloistered Spaces
– A Journey Through Sacred Gardens in the Maltese Islands
4. Publication title National Centre for Freedom from Addictions –
Exploring Drug Driving Legislation in Malta in the Context of the European
Landscape
5. Publication title Unaccompanied Migrant and Refugee Children:
Alternatives to Detention in Malta - IOM-UNHCR Joint Technical Mission Followup event
6. Publication title Women’s Day Celebration 2015 publication
7. Publication title Roundtable discussion on responding to Domestic Violence Follow-up Report
8. Publication title The Global Goals for Sustainable Development –
Snapshots from Malta
9. Publication title National Centre for Freedom from Addictions - Problematic
Internet Use in Malta amongst young people aged between 18 – 30 years: A
Quantitative Study
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Continuing Professional
Development

11.1 Courses and Training
•

Human resources training organised by MISCO / June 2015

•

Use of defibrillator equipment organized by local supplier of medical
equipment / July 2015

•

Web design and development training with Think Limited / July 2015

•

Training on gender equality / January 2016

•

Website and Facebook page dynamics and traffic management with OG
Limited / February 2016

11.2 Staff Development and Welfare
A number of seminars focusing on different areas were organised throughout the
year. The themes of these seminars were often collectively agreed and touched
on a number of areas that ultimately sought to improve group dynamics and to
focus the efforts of the PFWS team to be more efficient and effective.
The thematic areas included: team building capacity; group dynamics; evaluation;
personal development; professional development; courageous conversations;
strategy; reflection; self awareness and others.
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11.3 Professional development
Feedback on activities and tasks provided a regular source of information on what areas in terms
of individual and group professional development could be improved. After every major event,
a post mortem was held and the team discussed what could be improved and how this was
achievable at a team level and at an individual level. Regular staff meetings that happen weekly
ensured that all of the staff members were up to speed with the latest developments and with
the plans for the foreseeable future. These regular staff meetings also proved to be valuable to
identify areas were training or more expertise was needed, and when feasible this was facilitated.
Specific meetings to discuss strategy and the way forward for the Foundation also proved to be
useful to channel the creative energy of the PFWS team and to discover way how performance
could be enhanced.

11.4 Social events and corporate social responsibility
Social events are considered to be an important aspect of positive team dynamics at the
Foundation. This philosophy is endorsed by the management and team members and in practise
takes a number of different formats. Social events range in variety, from the celebration of
birthdays and special occasions to engaging in corporate social responsibility initiatives. In fact,
as part of its corporate social responsibility efforts, the Foundation participated in a number of
fundraising and charity events.

11.5 Student Placements
A number of students from different schools, colleges and the university joined the President’s
Foundation for periods of work experience within its different departments. The participating
students were from MCAST, University and other academic institutions and the duration varied
from one student to the other. The placements undoubtedly helped the students to experience
firsthand a busy working environment but also added value to the professional experience of the
Foundations staff. The students on placements also proved to be of great help in the organisation
and running of events and in the day to day work at the PFWS offices.
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Participation in conferences,
meetings and events
•

9th European Forum on the Rights of the Child / June 2015 / Belgium.

•

People’s Forum Launch – CHOGM / June 2015 / Malta.

•

World Refugee Day /June 2015 / Malta.

•

International Childhood and Youth Research Network Conference / June 2015 / Cyprus.

•

Crans Montana Forum / June 2015 / Belgium.

•

MEUSAC Business Breakfast / June 2015 / Malta.

•

‘Ending Institutionalisation: Applied Studies in Reforming Care Systems for Children’
Conference / July 2015 / UK.

•

NGO Meeting: ‘The added value of participating in the Commonwealth People’s Forum 2015:
What are the opportunities for Maltese civil society?’ / July 2015 / Malta.

•

Seminar on Life Experiences of LGBTIQ Senior Citizens / July 2015 / Malta.

•

Enhancing capacity to advocate for LGBT rights / July 2015 / Malta.

•

Is resilience discourse useful for migration policy analysis and advocacy?’ – Commonwealth
People’s Forum 2015 Run-up Activities / July 2015 / Malta.

•

‘Scaling up for Resilience’ – event part of CHOGM People’s Forum / September 2015 / Malta.

•

President’s Foundation participation at the Burgerfest / September 2015/ Germany.

•

Seminar: ‘ Better together: Gender Identity & Sexuality’ / September 2015 / Gozo.

•

Small Islands and Developing States / CHOGM related event / October 2015 / Malta.

•

Various CHOGM People’s Forum preparatory meetings / October 2015 / Malta.

•

Mental Health and Wellbeing Expo / October 2015 / Malta.

•

Various CHOGM Women’s Forum Preparatory meetings/ October 2015 / Malta.

•

Mental Health Conference / October 2015 / Malta.

•

Migration Training / October 2015 / Malta.
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•

BeSmartOnline Conference / November 2015 / Malta.

•

Leadership Symposium on Ethics in Business / November 2015 / Belgium.

•

CHOGM Women’s Forum / November 2015 / Malta.

•

CHOGM People’s Forum / November 2015 / Malta.

•

The European Migration Network Conference / December 2015 / Malta.

•

Conference on Domestic Violence organised by SOAR / December 2015 / Malta.  

•

Human Rights Conference organized by the Human Rights Programme at the University of
Malta. / December 2015 / Malta.

•

Seminar on Empowering citizens of small EU Member States organized by Kopin and the
Malta-EU Steering and Action Committee / February 2016 / Malta.

•

Seminar on Domestic Violence and Children / March 2016 / Malta.

•

Adoption and Fostering Conference / April 2016 / Malta.

•

Hearing Voices Malta / April 2016 / Malta.

•

Conference on CoE Strategy for the rights of the Child / April 2016 / Bulgaria.

•

Men against violence Workshop by Dr. Flood / April 2016 / Malta.

•

Valletta 2020 Seminar / April 2016 / Malta.

•

Seminar on Psychological Trauma and Asylum Seekers Seminar / May 2016/ Malta.

•

Malta IV Conference on Cross-Frontier Child Protection and Family Law / May 2016 / Malta.

•

Eurochild General Assembly / May 2016 / Belgium.

•

Seminar on ‘Investing in Children’s Wellbeing in Malta: EU Policy Instruments and Funding
Opportunities’ / May 2016 / Malta.

•

Roundtable Discussion on ‘Using Sports to promote Social Cohesion’ / May 2016 / Malta.

•

NCPE Annual Conference / May 2016 / Malta.

•

Missing Children Council meeting / May 2016/ Belgium.  
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Meetings with partners,
stakeholders and third parties
•

Meeting with International Environmental Lawyer and Activist, Polly Higgins. (June 2015)

•

Meeting with the Swedish Ambassador to Malta. (June 2015)

•

Meeting with the Commonwealth Foundation. (June 2015)

•

Meeting with Director Foundation for Shelter and Support to Migrants, Dr. Ahmed Bugri. (June
2015)

•

Meeting with AAT Services Chief Marketing Officer, Ms. Angelica Micallef Trigona. (June 2015)

•

Meeting with the Bahá’í Community. (June 2015)

•

Meeting with Professors and PHD students from University of Illinois. (June 2015)

•

Meeting with Dr.Mokhtar Aziz. (June 2015)

•

Meeting with the Junior Chamber of Advocates. (June 2015)

•

Meeting with the Malta Model United Nations Society. (June 2015)

•

Meeting with the Commissioner of Lands , Mr. Ray Camilleri. (June 2015)

•

Meeting with CHOGM task force head,Mrs. Phyllis Muscat. (June 2015)

•

Meeting with Victims Support Malta Director, Dr. Roberta Lepre. (June 2015)

•

Meeting with Curator of Industrial Heritage, Mr. Justin Vella. (July 2015)

•

Meeting with Libya Foundation for Rehabilitation representative, Ms. Teresa L. Hudson (July
2015)

•

Meeting with Platform of Human Rights representative, Dr. Neil Falzon. (July 2015)

•

Meeting with the The Torball Society of the Blind (July 2015)

•

Meeting with Ms. Anne McKenna from Active Ageing Malta (July 2015)

•

Meeting with Ms. Wedeb Desira (July 2015)

•

Meeting with President’s Trust representative Mr. Wintston Zahra. (July 2015)

•

Meeting with NSO Director, Mr. Reuben Fenech. (July 2015)

•

Meeting with the British Council. (July 2015)
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•

Meeting with Coeliac Youth for Europe. (August 2015)

•

Meeting with the Malta Tourism Authority. (August 2015)

•

Meeting with Ċentru Tbexbix. (August 2015)

•

Meeting with the Lisa Maria Foundation. (August 2015)

•

Meeting with Curia representative, Prof. Adrian M. Gellel. (August 2015)

•

Meeting with Arts Council Malta executive chair Albert Marshall (August 2015)

•

Meeting with President’s Trust representatives, Mr. Winston Zahra and Mr. Alfred Pisani. (August
2015)

•

Meeting with Michael Lake, Director, Commonwealth Society (September 2015)

•

Meeting with Ladybird Foundation. (September 2015)

•

Meeting with Mr Eman Seguna. (September 2015)

•

Meeting with Aġenzija Żgħażagħ. (September 2015)

•

Meeting with Dr. Tanya Vella from Artraker. (September 2015)

•

Meeting with Ms. Ruth Bezzina from Braxia and Addolorata army (BADa). (September 2015)

•

Meeting with the Mental Health Commission Assistant Director, Ms. Natasha Barbar. (September
2015)

•

Meeting with Ms. Ingrid Eomois from the British Council. (September 2015)

•

Meeting with President’s Trust. (September 2015)

•

Meeting with Dr. Brenda Murphy. (September 2015)

•

: Meeting with MEDAC’s Director, Prof. Stephen Calleya and MEDAC’s Co-ordinator of the
Human Dimension Programme, Dr. Omar Grech (September 2015)

•

Meeting with Dr. Christian Vella from the International Institute on Ageing (United Nations –
Malta), (September 2015)

•

Meeting with SOS Malta Chief Executive Officer Ms. Claudia Taylor East. (September 2015)
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•

Meeting with Appoġġ Operations Director, Ms. Ruth Sciberras (October 2015)

•

Meeting with Mr. Ray Bezzina and Dr. Carlo Conti. (October 2015)

•

Meeting with Dr. Brenda Murphy (October 2015)

•

Meeting with Prof. Ergas from Columbia University (October 2015)

•

Meeting with Ms. Ingrid Eomois from the British Council. (October 2015)

•

Meeting with Psychology Students’ Association, Betapsi. (October 2015)

•

Meeting with Dr. Gordon Sammut and Prof. Ward. (November 2015)

•

Meeting with SOS Malta Chief Executive Officer Ms. Claudia Taylor East.(November 2015)

•

Meeting with EkoSkola. (November 2015)

•

Meeting with Ms. Claire Chircop from the Karl Vella Foundation (December 2015)

•

Meeting with Ms. Sarah Borda Bondin from the President’s Trust. (January 2016)

•

Meeting with Dr. Padovese from the Genioturinary Clinic. (January 2016)

•

Meeting with Dr. Marc Sant, President of the Local Councils’ Association (January 2016)

•

Meeting with Prof Susan Hirsch from George Mason University and Dr. David Zammit from the
University of Malta. (February 2016)

•

Various meetings with the University of Malta. (February 2016)

•

Meeting with Ms. Samantha Pace Gasan from Young Women in Politics. (February 2016)

•

Meeting with Médecins Sans Frontières Europe. (February 2016)

•

Meeting with Mr. John Role from the International Foster Care Organisation (IFCO). (March
2016)
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•

Meeting with Dr Tanya Vella from Artraker. (March 2016)

•

Meeting with Dr R. Thake. (March 2016)

•

Meeting with Commissioner for Children, Ms. Pauline Miceli. (March 2016)

•

Meeting with The Sunday Times of Malta Editor, Mr. Mark Wood. (March 2016)

•

Meeting with CARITAS Director Mr. Leonid McKay. (March 2016)

•

Meeting with Dr Alex Grech and Prof. H. von Amelunxen from the European Graduate School.
(March 2016)

•

Meeting with Dr Paulann Grech from Hearing Voices (April 2016)

•

Meeting with Ms. Norma Saliba from PBS. (April 2016)

•

Meeting with Commissioner for Children Ms Pauline Miceli. (April 2016)

•

Meeting with Ms Helga Ellul, Chairperson of Core Platform (April 2016)

•

Meeting with Head of EU Commission, Dr. Elena Grech (April 2016)

•

Meeting with Malta Tourism Authority. (April 2016)

•

Meeting with Archbishop of Gozo, HE Mgr. Mario Grech. (April 2016)

•

Meeting with Archbishop of Malta, HE Mgr. Charles Scicluna. (April 2016)

•

Meeting with Move. (May 2016)

•

Meeting with QSI School. (May 2016)

•

Meeting with Dr. Daniela Bonanno. (May 2016)

•

Meeting with Tal-Kultura. (May 2016)

•

Meeting with Prof. Valerie Sollars from the University of Malta. (May 2016)

•

Meeting with Dr. Annemarie Callus from the University of Malta. (May 2016)

•

Meeting with CARITAS Director Mr. Leonid McKay. (May 2016)

•

Meeting with Dr. Gloria Camurati from ‘Il Porto dei piccolo’. (May 2016)

•

Meeting with UNHCR Malta office representative Mr. David Castillo. (May 2016)
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Management Meetings
Foundation Management meetings
Internal management meeting are held regularly with the
participation of the Foundation’s Director General, Treasurer and
Executive Secretary. Additional regular management meetings with
the participation of Her Excellency are also held with the objective to
discuss current and future projects and ideas.
Board of Administrators meetings
The Board of the Foundation, also known as the Board of
Administration, holds meetings at least once a month. It has the
responsibility to ensure that the Foundation pursues its objectives and
carries out its activities thus furthering its mandate. Members from
the Foundation’s management, the Foundation’s legal advisor and
representatives from the Office of the President attend these meeting.
Her Excellency the President of Malta presides over this Board.
Council of Governors meetings
The Council meets not less than once every six months and discusses
the developments of the Foundation in a consultative manner.
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International Cooperation
15.1 High Commissions and Embassies
Throughout its second year the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society continued
to further its cooperation with international entities and organisations based in Malta and

abroad. These included Embassies and High Commissions based in Malta and also international
organisations based abroad.

This cooperation was the most evident in the organisation of events and conferences. Support

from Embassies and High Commissions added value to these events. This cooperation also
facilitated the sharing of ideas, concepts and opportunities that ultimately results in successful
projects and stronger relationships with these entities.

One of the most interesting international cooperation experiences was ‘The President’s Secret

Garden’, which activity ran for a number of months in 2016. During that activity the Foundation
invited a number of High Commissioners and Ambassadors to meet the children that participated
in this activity every week. The children had the opportunity to ask questions and interact with

the Ambassadors. They asked many questions on children living in other countries and also asked

more pointed questions that they genuinely were curious about. This kind of collaboration with
High Commissioners and Ambassadors facilitated future endeavours with participating Embassies
and also proved to be an extremely interesting experience for children and Ambassadors alike.

The support of High Commissions and Embassies also helped the Foundation in more practical
aspects of organising events and conferences. These ranged from Embassies sponsoring flights

and accommodation for international guest speakers; securing of experts’ contacts in particular

fields of interests; covering costs relating to hospitality; costs relating to audio visual facilities;
costs relating to research and other forms of practical support.
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The Foundation reciprocated with lending its expertise and facilities whenever possible. The
Foundation was also instrumental in listening to ideas and subsequently developing them into
successful initiatives and events that were in line with its ethos and thus also contributed to the
wellbeing of society. The collaboration between the Foundation and Embassies here in Malta
resulted in some of the most memorable and interesting events held during the Foundation’s
second year.

15.2 Universities
Throughout the second year international cooperation was also furthered with foreign universities
and scholars there. The Foundation regularly invited these experts to deliver keynote speeches
at public lectures and conferences it organised. This kind of collaboration further strengthened
the relationship with these international universities that ranged from universities in the United
States to a university in Australia. The Foundation believes such cooperation can bring much
added value to its outreach events that always seek to further the wellbeing of society. The
Foundation hopes it can continue securing the participation of other international experts in its
future activities also by collaborating further with international universities.
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15.3 International Organisations
During its second year the Foundation maintained its existing relationships with
international organisation and sought to further its cooperation with others.
In this spirit the Foundation met high level representatives from the Council
of Europe; the Islamic Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation; the
European Commission; the United States Special Envoy for the Human Rights
of LGBTI Persons; The Sovereign Order of Malta; United Nations’ entities and
others to discuss and work on cooperation. These meetings resulted in a number
of cooperation initiatives and also in the signing of a number of memoranda of
understanding with international and local entities pledging further collaboration.
The Foundation also remained active in attending events, meetings and
international conferences organised by international partner organisations and
other entities. These included the annual general conference of Missing Children
Europe; the Crans Montana Forum; Bürgerfest; conferences organised by the
Council of Europe; Eurochild events and a number of others as detailed in the
‘Participation in Conferences’ section of this annual report. The President’s
Foundation seeks to remain active in these international organisations and
to continue collaborating with international partners like the ones mentioned
above.
In being internationally active the Foundation is often approached to collaborate
as partners in international conferences and events being held in Malta. This
provides the Foundation with opportunities to further the collaborative
relationships with international partners and to also further its local agenda to
strive for the wellbeing of society. The Foundation is currently collaborating on a
number of such conferences including a conference on missing asylum seeking
children (with Missing Children Europe) and a conference on foster care (with the
International Foster Care Organisation).
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15.4 International events happening in Malta
International events happening in Malta also provide ample
opportunities for the Foundation to engage in international
cooperation. Events such as the Commonwealth Heads of
Government Meeting (CHOGM) held in Malta in November 2015
are excellent opportunities for international collaboration.

CHOGM 2015
The President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society was involved in various capacities in the
preparations for CHOGM2015 and also in the actual meeting.
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Commonwealth People’s Forum
The Commonwealth People’s Forum brings together civil society representatives to debate
important issues facing the people of the Commonwealth. It is the single biggest opportunity
for civil society to engage with Commonwealth leaders and provides an arena for civil society to
establish partnerships with both the public and private sector.
During the initial stages of preparations the President’s Foundation worked together with the
CHOGM task force in developing the concepts behind the Commonwealth People’s Forum and
was also crucial in securing the eventual participation of Dr Vandana Shiva.
Dr Farrugia, Director General of the Foundation, was invited to chair one of the main sessions of
the Commonwealth People’s Forum. That session focused on ‘Building resilient health systems
for an ageing population’ and focused on building resilient health systems that impact on ageing
populations and promote wellbeing.
A Voice for the Commonwealth Child
The President’s Foundation hosted an event entitled ‘A Voice for the Commonwealth Child’,
which event had the overarching objective to share the idea of a ‘Child Forum’ as part of future
Commonwealth Heads of Government meetings. The event was part of the official CHOGM
programme and was held at the Radisson Golden Sands Resort.
The event, open for Heads of Government, included a story told in traditional shadow puppetry
together with a performance by young child actors representing three main children’s concerns:
diversity and inclusion, environment and anti-bullying.
A children’s declaration was read at the end in the presence of those present including the Maltese
and Canadian Prime Ministers together with other dignitaries attending the event.
The President’s Foundation believes that future CHOGM meetings should feature a Child Forum,
similar to the other fora that already exist, that will focus on children and their rights in the
Commonwealth and beyond.
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Volunteers
Volunteers play a crucial role in the Foundation. In the beginning, the Foundation was assisted
by two volunteers who were primarily engaged in discussions, report writing, minute-taking, and
scripting important speeches for Her Excellency. As the Foundation started establishing itself, the
need for more volunteers became clear.
In April 2015 this section was assigned a professional officer, who was in charge of structuring the
section, and coordinating and attracting more volunteers to the Foundation. During the past year,
vital structures were put in place. These include the volunteers’ manual of procedures, various
forms and procedures, and training and team building activities. Outreach work was also carried
out with various entities, including the Verdala International School, QSI International School,
University of Malta, and MCAST, through which students were encouraged to join the Foundation’s
voluntary team. This effort led to a drastic increase in volunteers, which today number more than
sixty.
Volunteering with the Foundation goes beyond donating valuable time, it also provides volunteers
with rewarding and creative opportunities for collaboration, motivation and vision. The recruitment
process usually begins through an appropriate means of advertisement (for example: national
newspaper, TV/ Radio advertisements and the Foundation’s social media). Volunteers are only
recruited to conduct specific tasks. This process is followed by applying for the post, and an
interview. Once volunteers are recruited they are asked to participate in activities as necessary.
Highlights of the past year include the participation of volunteers in The President’s Secret Garden
between April and September, both as facilitators and as organisers. Their tasks included the
setting up of the venue, creating and preparing props for every activity, gate keeping, assisting
children and staff. Volunteers also participated in four Community Mobile Fora, mainly as actors,
and various fora, including Men with Disability, Celebrating World Refugee Day and Buddhist
Community to name a few (mainly as ushers, minute takers, and at the registration desk).
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Other highlights include training, induction courses, and team building activities. Given that the
success of the Foundation depends partly on the team of volunteers, it is critical to ensure that
they are well trained. To this end, the Foundation conducts induction courses, training sessions,
and a number of team building activities.
In the coming year we plan to engage more volunteers to help with graphic design, publications,
conferences, and events that enable the Foundation to maintain close contact with various groups,
communities, and society at large.
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Ambitions and
long term strategies
The ethos of the President’s Foundation remains
that of identifying, nurturing and promoting
wellbeing. The plan for the future is to continue
working in this direction and to deliver through
research and activities that are in line with these
guiding principles. The President’s Foundation plans
to develop its involvement both at community and
national level, sharing good practise regarding peace
and wellbeing beyond Malta.
-
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Child Participation
One of the Foundation’s ambitions is to further strengthen child participation in its operations.
As established in the core principles of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, the Foundation
strives to champion the fundamental premise that children and young people have the right to
freely express their views. The Foundation also champions the fact that there is an obligation
to listen to children’s views and to facilitate their participation in all matters affecting them.
In view of the above, plans are in place to formalise this process by establishing a Children’s
Council and a Young Persons’ Council. These councils will be at the heart of the President’s
Foundation with feedback and suggestions from both councils becoming an integral part of
the Foundation’s daily operations and long term implementation of its vision.

Consultative Fora
The work of the different fora has been essential in securing feedback and information on
what furthers and what hinders wellbeing. The hundreds of people that participated in the
fora events over the past two years gave the Foundation a wealth of knowledge and in turn
the Foundation transposed this into inspiration and guidance to plan its projects and activities.
It is now necessary to streamline the efforts of the consultative fora and make the process
more comprehensive and more expeditious. In the foreseeable future the plan is to merge the
different consultative fora into one single entity that will consolidate the consultative nature of
the fora and make the whole process more streamlined and comprehensive.
This approach would also make the foras’ work more structured and whilst retaining its
consultative capacity, this new entity would also focus on more outreach and a more research
based approach. It is envisioned that the name of this new entity will be ‘Forum for active
community engagement’ and that it will be launched next year. This entity will endeavour to
render the other entities’ research findings more ‘people-friendly’, that is, more accessible to
the general public.
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Memoranda of Understanding
Through its many projects and activities the Foundation liaises with many other organisations
and entities, both local and international. Oftentimes the need is mutually felt to recognise

these relationships in an official way thus cementing the commitment and also paving the way
for future collaboration.

In view of the above the Foundation has started the process of signing Memoranda of

Understanding with a number of partners. Last March (March 2016) the President’s Foundation
signed a memorandum with the Malta College of Arts, Science and Technology (MCAST)

where the two parties pledged to work together to contribute towards the wellbeing and
advancement of society.

A number of other Memoranda will be signed in the coming months. These will include
agreements with the University of Malta; Flimkien għal Ambjent Aħjar (An NGO committed to

preserving Malta’s architectural and rural heritage as well as to ensuring a healthy quality of
life); Tal- Kultura’ 2018 (Volunteer programme for Valletta 2018. Valletta is the 2018 European
Capital of Culture); and other local and international partners.
International Conferences
The President’s Foundation is interested to embark on a series of international conferences
that fall in line with its ethos of championing wellbeing for society. The main idea is to partner
with other established international organisations and to organise conferences that would
focus on matters of mutual interest.

Work has in fact already started on a conference with ‘Missing Children Europe’ on missing asylum

seeking children . This conference, planned for early 2017, is envisioned to welcome more than

a hundred international delegates and will be organised in conjunction with ‘Missing Children
Europe’ and other leading international organisations that focus on that particular are of interest.

Plans are also underway for a conference on children in foster care in late 2017 and a conference

on ending corporal punishment in 2018. Both conferences, and others, will be held in Malta
and are being organised in conjunction with established international partners.
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Sharing of research, best practices and conclusions
The Foundation continuously seeks new ways on how to disseminate its research, best

practices and conclusions that emanate from conferences, events and roundtable discussions
it organises. The main idea behind this dissemination is to share information that could help

inspire positive policy changes; further research when necessary; and instigate changes that
would ultimately result in furthering the wellbeing of society.

In the past the Foundation has shared this information via presentations to different parliamentary
committees. These presentations have resulted into tangible results in that policy makers have
noted the information shared and in some instances acted upon it. The Foundation will continue
with the process and will also seek other ways how to further this outreach.

One of the ways the Foundation seeks to do this is by presenting such information to members

of the European Parliament. For example, it is envisioned that conference conclusions that can
influence policy at European level will be shared with MEPs championing those specific causes

and also to the other MEPs. The same strategy can be used by disseminating such information
with local and European Union ministers in areas of specific importance.

The Foundation’s research and best practices are also shared with partners at meetings and

conferences held locally and abroad. Foundation team members take publications and copies
of the annual report to disseminate with partners and other stakeholders that they meet.

This dissemination also happens at the highest levels, with copies of these publications being
shared during high-level visits and meetings that Her Excellency has with others dignitaries.

As part of its long term strategy the Foundation also seeks to share information and its related
messages in schools in Malta and Gozo. It will also seek to strengthen its media presence so

to raise awareness, champion minority causes and disseminate information through the media

including all forms of social media thus reaching wider audiences. This approach will ensure that
essential mileage is secured from the investment done to organise such initiatives and events.

Another method of sharing best practices is the formulation of toolkits. An example could be

a toolkit that focuses on the lessons learnt in the organisation of the highly successful ‘The
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President’s Secret Garden’ © range of activities so that these could be emulated elsewhere.
Roundtable discussions with strategic groups like the media, focusing on current contentious
issues, could also be an ideal vehicle how this kind of information is shared and discussed.
Lessons on wellbeing
The lessons on what enhances wellbeing learnt during the first year were reaffirmed during
this second year and will continue to provide direction, motivation and inspiration for future
Foundation endeavours. To make this happen the Foundation needs to continue to invest in
its relations with partners including local and international entities, civil society, Embassies and
High Commissions based in Malta and other partners that make the work of the Foundation
possible, feasible and successful.
To achieve this, the platforms facilitated by the Foundation (Migrant-led NGO platform and the
Mental Health Platform) need to be further empowered and strengthened so to cater for  ever
evolving scenarios and new challenges. The Foundation plans to facilitate the establishment of
other platforms including one on Women’s Rights. The Foundation also plans to explore other
methodologies and approaches including the mainstreaming of intergenerational activities in
its repertoire of events.
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The lessons regarding what enhances wellbeing learnt during the

first year were reaffirmed during this second year and will continue
to provide direction, motivation and inspiration for future:

•

Wellbeing is linked with various aspects of health. These
include concerns on the individual’s state of health, mental
health, and exposure to existing environmental conditions
that can impinge on one’s health.

•

Wellbeing is linked to income stability. Situations where
income fluctuates were identified as particularly negative
for wellbeing. These included situations where income was
affected because of retirement, disability, increase in family
size, and illness.

•

Relationships were also a salient point that participants
identified as having a strong bearing on wellbeing. These
included relationships with parents and between parents;
relationships with children; relationships with partners; and
matters related to social and cultural inclusion.
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Financial Reporting
18.1 Administration and Finance
The Foundation’s Administration and Finance was responsible for the projection, budgeting, and
overseeing the administration of the Foundation’s finances.
This also included the procurement of goods and services, from the initial stage of the raising of
commitments up to ensuring that invoices were duly settled via Government Accounting System
administered by the Office of the President. Administration and Finance was also responsible
for the regular updating and re-assessment of budgetary projections for the Foundation and the
Entities falling under its responsibility as well as for the preparation of budget plans for all PFWS
projects. Budgets for these projects included financial planning for PFWS conferences, events,
project launches, and the overall strategic planning and functioning of PFWS resources.
Following internal checking and reconciliation for the daily transactions for June 2015- May 2016,
further liaison was undertaken between Administration and Finance and a private accounting firm
to enable the presentation of audited accounts to the Foundation’s Board of Administrators.

18.2 Procurement policy
The PFWS undertakes procurement as per Government directives, providing guideline on
procedures to be used for the procurement of all goods, services and works. The underlying
principle of this is that procurement is carried out in line with the provisions of the Public
Procurement Regulations.

18.3 Financial Audit 2015 -2016
At the time of writing of this Annual Report, the Accounts of the PFWS were being prepared for
Audit 2015-2016.
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Annexes
19.1 Statute of the President’s Foundation for the Wellbeing of Society
Name

The Foundation shall be known as the “The President’s Foundation for the WellBeing of Society” /
Fondazzjoni tal-President għall-Ġid tas-Soċjetà
Founder

The Foundation is founded by the President of Malta, as a public purpose foundation to promote the
well being of society.
Registered Office

The registered office of the Foundation shall be The President’s Palace, St George’s Square, Valletta
or such address as the Board of the Foundation may from time to time determine.
Legal Personality

The Foundation shall be an autonomous body corporate with a distinct legal personality and subject
to the provisions of this statute, be capable of entering into contracts and employing personnel; of
acquiring, holding and disposing of property, movable and immovable, by any title; of suing or of
being sued; of having and using its proper seal; and of doing all such things and entering into such
obligations and transactions as are incidental and/or conducive to its proper functions; entering into
any agreement whatsoever with any person and/or any other entity in the exercise of its functions and
in the attainment of its objectives; on its own, or with others, set up other entities in furtherance of its
aims and objectives; do all acts and things incidental or conducive to the attainment and furtherance
of its objectives.
Notwithstanding that the Foundation is a non-profit making organisation of a non-commercial nature,
the Foundation is authorised and entitled to carry out activities and undertakings on a commercial
basis for the purpose of funding the implementation and furtherance of its aims and objectives.
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Mission

The mission of the Foundation is to enhance the Well-Being of Society through meaningful
participation and promote a culture of solidarity and respect for the dignity of each individual.
Composition of the Foundation

1. The Foundation shall be governed by the wisdom of the Council of Governors
2. The President shall appoint a Board of Management under the direction of a Director to
deliver the Foundation’s objectives.
3. The Foundation shall be supported by a Core Team.
Council of Governors

The Foundation shall be governed by a Council composed of:
•

The President of the Republic of Malta as Chairperson

•

Former Presidents of the Republic of Malta

•

The Acting President of the Republic of Malta and all those who in the past have held the
office of Acting President of Malta

•

Former Prime Ministers of Malta

•

The Director of the Foundation as secretary

The role of the Council shall be to share with the President the knowledge and experience of its
members and to bring to the attention of the President any social issues, which are of national
priority and concern. The Council shall be convened not less than once every six months. The
President shall share with the Council the developments of the Foundation. The Council shall
have a consultative function and not an executive role as the executive role shall be entrusted to
the Board of Management.
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Objectives

The Foundation will:
1. focus on initiatives to support individuals in society to achieve well being;
2. promote methods to help individuals reach their full potential;
3. facilitate inclusive engagement with people which is empowering, in order to bring attention
to specific issues of concern;
4. foster a culture that respects the ownership of the story that people share, regardless of who
or what they are;
5. identify trends and gaps in support systems which foster well being;
6. carry out research, evidence based analysis and evaluation, critical interpretation of research
findings;
7. carry out any other activities necessary to serve its role in touching the conscience of Maltese
society.
In order to achieve the above-mentioned objectives the Foundation shall engage in regular
consultation with all relevant entities and stakeholders both at individual and group levels. To this
end, the President shall establish the Foundation Forum composed of a series of fora which focus
on specific issues of social relevance, administered by a Co-ordinator. This Foundation Forum
shall fall under the aegis of the President’s Forum.
Establishment of Entities

In order to reach its objectives the Foundation shall establish the following four entities:
•

National Institute for Childhood

•

Observatory for Living with Dignity

•

Centre for Family Research

•

Centre for Freedom from Addiction

Each entity shall be established separately and shall be governed by its own statute and terms of
reference but shall be coordinated and led by the Director of the Foundation and shall reflect the
general policy and ethos established by the Foundation.
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The composition of each entity shall be determined by the Board of Management after taking
the advice of the Council of Governors but shall always be subject to approval of the President
and the Director.
The entities shall be supported by the Core Team in the execution and the implementation of the
Foundation goals.
The Foundation may establish additional entities to respond to its objectives at a future date and
may undertake activities to fulfil its missions.
Functions of the Foundation

In addition to the powers ascribed to the Foundation by Law (including, for the avoidance of
doubt, the Civil Code), the Foundation shall:
1. Accept and receive funds or other property, movable or immovable, from Governments,
International Organizations, Foundations, commercial entities, individuals or any other source,
whether “inter vivos” or “causa mortis”;
2. Enter into any agreement whatsoever with any person and/or any other entity in the exercise
of its functions and in the attainment of its objectives;
3. Set up other entities in furtherance of its aims and objectives;
4. Do all acts and things incidental or conducive to the attainment and furtherance of its
objectives.
Constitutive Assets

The Constitutive assets of the Foundation shall be;
1. The initial endowment referred to in the Foundation’s founding deed,
2. Movables, immovables, property and non-proprietary rights, shares, securities, financial
means as well as other tangible goods donated and/or acquired during the term of the
Foundation’s activity.
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Board of Management and Director

The President shall chair the Board and after consultation with the Council of Governors and the
Director shall appoint its members.
The Board of Management shall be composed of the President as chair, the Director as vice chair,
the chairpersons of the entities, the Rector of the University of Malta and the Co-ordinator of
the Foundation Forum. The President, after consultation with the Director and the other Board
Members, may appoint other members.
The Director shall be appointed by the President and shall be answerable to the President.
The members appointed to the Board shall during their term of office act according to the
objectives, purpose and function of the Foundation.
It shall be the duty and responsibility of the Board of Management to ensure –
1. All assets of the Foundation are invested and/or utilised in the manner and for the purposes
established by this deed.
2. That if funds or other assets are bestowed upon the Foundation and accepted by it for a
specific purpose that these funds or assets are used for the said specific purpose.
3. That the Foundation pursue its objectives and, carries out its activities in furtherance to its
aims and ideals.
Board members are to declare any conflict of interest which they may have when matters are
being discussed in the Board in which they may have an interest and they shall not vote on such
matters.
The members of the Board shall serve for a period of three years and shall in each case be eligible
for reappointment. Where a member of the board violates the ethos or knowingly acts contrary
to the interest of the Foundation their appointment shall be terminated.
The President after consultation with the Director shall appoint a Secretary and a Treasurer to the
Board who shall have no voting rights.
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Decisions of the Board shall wherever possible be taken by consensus. Where no consensus is
reached, the decision shall be taken by a majority of all the members of the Board present. When
a majority is reached the President shall consult with the Council of Governors before reaching a
final decision.
The quorum shall be the Director and three other members.
If, at any time, any vacancy in the Board is not filled, then the remaining members of the Board
shall, until such appointment, automatically be considered to constitute the Board.
The Board shall regulate its own procedure and may, inter alia, appoint any committees,
subcommittees or working groups it may deem necessary for the attainment of its purpose,
provided that the Board of Management shall remain ultimately responsible and accountable for
such committees, subcommittees or working groups.
The Board shall meet at least once every month.
A member of the Board who fails without justification to attend three consecutive meetings of the
Board shall forfeit ipso facto his/her seat on the Board.
The Director of the Foundation shall be responsible for the executive management of the
Foundation, including all entities and shall also be responsible for the execution and the
implementation of the decisions taken by the Board.
The President and the Director shall have a meeting at least every two weeks in relation to the
work of the Foundation and shall attend Board meetings.
The Director shall meet with the Chairs of the entities making up the Foundation at least once
every two weeks.
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Core Team

The Foundation shall be supported by a Core Team
which shall be responsible for the delivery of the
objectives of the foundation. The Director shall direct
the Core Team.
The Foundation may also engage such members of
staff and other outsourcing of services as the Director
and the Board may deem necessary from time to time,
whether on a definite or indefinite term, part-time or
full-time basis. All members of staff are to attain to the
best of their abilities the objectives of the Foundation.
Legal and Judicial Representation

The Foundation shall be a body corporate having
a distinct legal personality and shall be capable of
instituting legal action and entering into contracts.
The legal and judicial representation of the Foundation
shall vest in the Director together with any other
Board member acting jointly, or in any other person
duly nominated by the Board, in consultation with the
President.
Books and Records

The Secretary shall keep and conserve the records of the
Foundation at the registered office of the Foundation.
The Secretary shall also, be ultimately responsible for the
recording, the timely circulation and the endorsement
of the minutes of the Board meetings.
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The Treasurer shall keep or cause to be kept any funds belonging to the Foundation in a bank
account in the Foundation’s name or otherwise invested in the Foundation’s name as the Board
may decide.
The Treasurer shall keep or cause to be kept books of account with repect to
1.

All sums of money received and expended by the Foundation and the matters in respect of
which such receipts and expenditure take place;

2. Income and expenditure of the Foundation; and
3. The assets and liabilities of the Foundation.
Proper books shall not be deemed to be kept if such books of accounts are not kept as are
necessary to give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the Foundation and to explain
its transactions. The accounts shall be audited by certified public accountants and auditors
nominated for this purpose by the Board. An annual Board meeting for the presentation of the
audited accounts and the appointment of auditors shall be held.
Every third year an expression of interest from registered audit firms shall be sought for selecting
a firm to audit the accounts of the Foundation for the subsequent three (3) year period.
The books of account shall be kept at such place or places as the Board shall think fit, and shall
always be open to inspection by the members of the Board.
An annual Board meeting for the purpose of examining and approving the audited books of
accounts of the Foundation shall be held in every calendar year commencing in the year 2015 and
shall be held not later than the 30th June of each calendar year. The Board shall prepare or cause
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to be prepared a proper income and expenditure account for the period since the last preceding
account (or, in the case of the first account, since the date of signing sheet made up as at the
same date). Every such balance sheet shall be accompanied by proper reports of the Board and
the auditors.
Amendments to the Statute

The Statute may only be amended by means of a public deed following a resolution proposed by
the President and approved by two-thirds of all the Board members, following consultation with
the Council of Governors.
Term and Termination

The Foundation shall be established for an indefinite duration. It can be dissolved only in
accordance with the law.
If for any reason the Foundation is wound up, all the assets of the Foundation shall be made
over to an organization or legal structure having a purpose similar to the Foundation, saving any
reservations made by benefactors and donors in respect of any property donated by them.
In the determination of the value of the assets, a professional independent person shall be
appointed.
This Statute shall be annexed to the deed setting up the Foundation and shall constitute an
integral part of the said deed.
The President shall have the discretion in the interpretation of this Statute.
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